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Holland City News.
VOL.

HOLLAND,

VI.— NO. 44.

U EID8EMA A
r>

(She Gotland dSity gleii’S.

M., A SON, General Dealers in
Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

J.

Furnltnre

DECEMBER

MICH., SATURDAY,

#ur

HOLLAND,

parhctfi.

a weeklyItewbpaper,

Produce, Etc.

QrooirUi.

apples, ?} bushel ........ ........ $ 35
U'LIETSTRA.A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Beans, V bushel ........... ....... 2 00
ready market for country produce; a choice Butter, $ !b .................... <&
gp
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Clover seed, |llb ............
Eggs, y dor.en ................
lioney, $ lb ....................... 6)
OFFICE : VAN LANDEQtND'S BLOCK.
General Deulen.
a
Hay, V ton ....................... 8 dQ
Onions. bnshel ...............
0. J.
Editor ani
'T'K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Potatoes, |i bushel .......... ..
JL Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey- Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... (&i
;S2X8 or 8UB808IPTI0n7-M.00 ptrjw in tluaei.
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Wool, $ lb ......................

•

MMl

•

How and through whose

T

©

... &

Odb square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for encb snbse•inent insertion for any period nnQer three
months.

“
“
“

850

Square

5
8
10
17
25
40

5 O'
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00

3

“
Column
“
“

'4

Hardware.

\TAN DGR VEEN,
I 3 M. I 6 M. I 1 Y.

1

*1

00
00
00
00
00

8 00
00
17 00
25 00
40 00
00 65 00

V

D«»aW iu General Hard-

Livery aad Sals Stablei.

nOGNE
I)

A ALBERTI.

Office

Livery and Sale Stable.
aud barn on Market street. Everything

••

VTIBBELINK, J.

IN

Office
street, near

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

Market.

“

Staves, Tierce,
12
Heading bolts, soft wood
Heading bolts, hardwood ........ ......... 2
Stave bolts, softwood ........
2
Stave bolts,hardwood .................... 8
Railroad ties ......................... .....
Shingles, A $ m... ........ .......... *....» 2
.

.

@

new

Wheat, white $ bnshel .......
)
Corn, shelled V bushel
Oats, V bushel ................
Buckwheat, y bushel ...... ......
Bran, V ton ..................i....
Feed, g ton... .............. .....
VIOOlb ................ ,....
Barley, V 100 lb.
Middling, V 100 lb .................
“llii
Flour, |T 100 lb .....................
Pearl Barley, fl 100 lb ........ r.... 8 00 <@

@

.....

11 AG E. Win.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
Beer, Cidar, Pop, Uigurs, Sardines, and keeper of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.

JL

Wazonnaktrimi Blackiaithi.

“ “

A

U

lb

Holland, located on the Chicago and

00
54
75
25
00
12
00

Lake Michigan R. K.,
for the

mon

is u

town inhabited

part by an industrious,courte-

ous ana law abiding people, most of

brush Mat Work system.
used In Holland, hasihut out
and defied the furious waves for centuries,
and prevented the submersion of a country situated far below tbe level of the sea.
Prior to coming to this country, Mr. Ranters was a successful government contractor In the old country for 25 years, hence
be Is thoroughlyposted. In (his country
public works are in almost every esse
constructed superficially.In Holland,
wiiere tbe country actually depends for
existence upon Us breakwaters,they are
constructedto last centuries. The usual
system of American revetment is good,
the filling is, however, imperfect, lasts bu;
a short time, and in the case of piers does
not prevent the sand washing through and
filling the harbor; and in breakwaters,

whom

came irom Holland, a colony of Hollanders having been brought over from that
country in 184^-7, by the Rev. Dr. Van

favorably with many of her sister cities.

..........

As facts and figures are the highest com-

pliment successful

enterprise,

in

what-

ever channel, ever desires, the writer of

;

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, Nov. 18, 1877.

Grand Rapids.

it

Lears

.4rrlw<tf
Holland.

Trains.

*i

...... a. m.
11.55 “ “
1 9.35 p. in.

New

A

Chicago.

it
it

8.30 p.

special

Meat ferkiti.

m. OUTKAUW., New Meat

Market, near corner

NOTICE.

1>

Eighth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

it
<<

• Mixed trains.
Dally except Sunday and Monday.
pvEMING, W. H„ Mannfactnrerof Plows. By until 4 p. m.
X Daily except Saturday,
improved machinery is enabled to sell the
L.
i Mondays only.
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
Oveuybel, Sept. 22,
All other trains daily except Sundays. '
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago points ground to order. 10th street west of River it.
time, which
20 minutes later than Columbus
Dr. Shiloh'*

XJ

time.

’
U

No.l
p.

m.

Effect,

Horth.
No. 2

K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

U

Monday, May 29, 1870.
doing

m.
1 45
2 18

p.

12 15
25 11 41
15 11 36
30 11 07
55 10 40
507 10 18
3 55
9 80

,

Muskegon
Forrysburg

7
7
6
5

Grand Haven

2
2
3
8
4

.Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

gasmen

South.

Nor8

STATIONS.

p. ra.

800

21
58
35
55
45

No.l
m.

a.

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

50
40
50
40
15
45
15

giewtonj.

1

L

vv

bib street.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

Phriiolau

VfC BRIDE, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at ^NNIS^T. E.^Ph^sIdan;residence, opposite
IVl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11,
River street
I)

O UERBURNE, S.

W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
OfficeIn the Village Of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.

edy

are authorized to guarantee this remfor the cure of dyspepsia, Inactive

Liver, Sour Stomach, Constipation,Loss

Proprietors

V

Start,

TTOWARD, M.

O

Vitalize v.

We

of Appetite,Coming up of Food, Yellow
of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour Skin, and General Languor and Debility.
Mills.)near foot of 8tn street.
You must acknowledge that this would be
I TERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors
of the ruinous unless we had positive evidence
Phoenix Plaulng Mill. All Kinds of build- that it will cure. You who are suffering
ing material furnisheaat Grand Rapids prices.
from these complaints, these words are
addressed—and will you continueto suffer
Hotarv Pablloi
when you can be cured on such terms? It
pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance is for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10
Agent, Notary Public aud Conreyancer;Col- cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J.
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street, and
p GOST, John A. Notary Public. Officein Com- Wm. Van Fatten, River slreet,Holland,
±V mon Council Roomr, Van Landegends block, Mich.
Eighth street.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

lITALSfl, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, CVy Drwp

Attorneyi.

Q.

1877.

System

LTBALD, R.
for

3olng

>

’

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Taken

E. BEST, M. D.

E8T, R-

IJ

Office at

B. A L. E., Surgeonsand Physicians.
their residence, Ovcrysel, Mich.

at

T EDEBOER.B. Physicianand Surgeon:

XJ

Office

corner Eleventh and River street opposite

public square.

rPEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
A Agent Offlcoin Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

D.

HOWARD, Esq.

A representalive of N. Y. enterprise in
genera
iral, and that of Herkimer county in
particular, has been for many years en
gaged in furtheringthe interestsof the
city of Holland. Mr. Howard, came from
New York to Detroit in ’80 and subsequently read law with O. W. Moore, E«o.,
commencing practisingin 1801. In ’56,
he came to Holland and erected a saw mill,
which he ran continuously for 18 yean,
disbursing in wages during that period over
$100,000,all of which was spent in the
city. Many of the employees worked for
him the whole time a fact suggestiveof
the harmony existing between employer
and employee. In the lame period Mr. H.
paid out many thousands for lumber, Ac.,
Ac., in the Immediate vicinity.Iu 1800,
tbe above gentleman entered into dealing
in lands some 7,000 acres having been
bonght and sold bv him, he at present

itotircji.

V

it

<i

MANLY

The undersigned,Dr. L. & Best, having
a. m.
5.20 a. m.
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
| 9.80 p. m.
3.35 p. w.
services ss a Physician,Burgeon and Ac
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
coucheur-to the public at large, and
| 1.05 a. m.
12.15 p. m. XT’ AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, whereas he pays particular attention to
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
f 5.10“ “
11.00 a. m. and twine;
8th street.
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, In the
3.25 p. m. t 9.45 “ “
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
*4.45
Xuubotorlii,XUU, Shops, lie.
where he An be consulted from 9 a. m.

it

Buffalo

D

1 1.15 a.m.
15.15 ‘‘ “

followingbrief

reviews of Individualefforts.

Holland.

Muskegon, Pcntwater
A Big Rapids. 10 45

•i

this confines himself to the

“

OOSMAN,

bolds 1,000 acres, 100 of these being

known

as “Howard's Addition,” and were laid
out in 410 lots in 1872; 40 of these lots
have been sold and 20 residences, betides
a large tannery and saw mill, have been
erected thereon. The streets are shaded
by spared forest trees and young trees
since put out. Mr Howard has a residence on Howard street, and had an orchard (since injured by frost) which one
season yielded $100 worth of peaches from
0 trees. In ’62 and ’60, Mr. H. served his
constituents well in the assembly and notwithstanding his large business, added
50,000 die annually by neglecting a sniliug and supplying of vessels, contractCough, Cold or Croup, often leading to ing for ties, wood, et at. During this peConsumption and the grave. Why will riod he supplied tho C. A G. R. R. with
you neglect so important a matter when 20,000 cords of wood, and 800,000 ties,
y«u can get at our Wore 8hiU>h> Contumnou, 1,00,000, be abo supplied tbe
turn Cure, with the assuranceof a speedy yn,& Peniienlisry with 5 million of
recovery. For sorenessacross the Chest staves, besides shipping immense qunnti
or Lungs or Lame Back or Side, Shiloh' 8 tics of bark. Thus in brief, the ex-reprePorous Plaster gives prompt relief. Sold sentative has caused to circulate hundreds
by J. O. Doesburg,No. 70, Eighth street
of thousands of dollars through Holland
and Wm. Van Putten, Riverstreet,Hol- City, while at present, besides engaged
land, Mich.
largely in insurance business, as agent for
Hackmetack, a popular and fragrant Metz A Co.’a tannery he pays out for them
perfume. Sold by the above dealers.
$50,000 a year*

,

River street
Bakirln.

jyjORRIS,

8.

L, P^eldan and Surgeon.

JU
this

J. A. Proprletror of City Bakery;
Drug Store.
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
line served on call; Eighth street.

gOHOUTBN, RA.

Basking

ud

Ci^rPnysiclan. office at

Isekasgi.

17-ENYON, NATHAN, Banking

JY

_

and Collecting,

Try our new supply of fresh Crackers,
an assortmentnever before introduced in
this city, at 8 cents per pound; and after
you got your crackers then try our Oysters
D. as to quality as well as quamitv.
G.J. A.PfcSSINK.

Office,

1)KS8JNK,G.

Pkotogrsphsr.

Drafts bought and aold; Eightn street.

JJIGGIN8,

B. P. tlm leading Photographer.Gal-

Barbari.

TAE GROOT,

L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
shampoo nlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at reasonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City

U

Hotel.

14-ly

Books and Gtatioaory.

SsdAUn.

ITAUPBLL, U.,

Y

known

THE LEGAL FIRM
as Howard A McBride. P. H.

4343-

SCOTT’S HOTEL.

Tobaooo a&d Cigars.

xv

Is

McBride, Esq., born in Coshocton county,
O., and came ihilber from Senawa county.
Admitted to tbe bar a few years ago and
practicingwith marked success in all the
courts. Mr. McBride, though but a recent
We m ike candies to order in every con- arrival in Holland, already commands tbe
confidence of a large and rapidly increas
ceivable shape, in any quantity, or qnality
ing number of cliente,and enjoys a repuyou may order. Come and suit yourself,
tation ss an able pleader and sound counwe deal in candies as cheap as any one,
selor. No case hss ever been carried to
and one trial will tell yon all about it, at
the supreme court from this office.
G. J. A. PE881NK.
H. D. POST,

Harness, Trunks, Baddies and Whips;

Eighth street.

T/’ANTERS,L.

T. Dealer in Booka, Statlonery, Cigars. Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

Manufacturer of and dealer in

v

not

i in
does
prevent the water washing
42 Kaalle.
through
and cnniinulngthe undermining
28
Sleadily but slowly increasing, Holland of the shore. In the formationof piers,
65
16 00 by no means has that general enterprise two rows or more of piles accordingto the
22 00
and push which marks a city of Ameri- breadth required are a riven in, and stretch
1 25
out from shore to shore to the desired dis1 10
cans. She, however, has in her midst tance. Then underbrush entwined to1 25
3 12 ’several notable exceptions to the general gether In the form of two or more light
4 00
rule, and taken all in all, compares very ropes, 10 to 12 inches in diameter and

.

Chicago A Michigan Lake; Shore E. B,

—

25

Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per

to-day.

BY “JOTTINGS BY THE WAYSIDE.”

5
J.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Pork,
4
Shop. Horseshoeing and all kinds of repair- Lard .................................
10
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Smoked Meat ................ ..........
Ham .................
8
Shoulders ............ ..........
XerchABt Tallori
Tallow, per lb ..........................
Turkeys,
................
10
J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
Chickens, dressed per ib..,...; ......... 7
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
ing Goods.

TAUKEMA

goads.

....... @2

®

advertisingbills collectable quarterly

|iatl

....... 2

green....

..

^EN

iima

KANTERM,

to this

Which

.

.

Liquor Daalen.

is,

IN BEISF.

arain, Feed, Etc.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

All

.....

.

annum.

An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

R.,

“

is

304.

celebrated

35

HumlockBark ..........
@4 IK)
Staves, pork, white ouk...... ........ (^10 00

ware; cor, Eighth and Riverstreet.

10

Yearly advertisershave the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per

what she

ioo

pm

v

and

in the past,

2U
15

NO.

country in 1862 and has
been engaged In merchandise,has dealt
heavily in staves and other commodities,
Ac., Ac. Passing these matters which do
not bear upon the subject, we turn to hls

Ifi

Wood, StaTei, Etc,
G., General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groccriee, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Cordwood, maple, dry .....................| 3 00
....... ...........2 75
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
besch.dry........
..... 2 50

TTAN PUTTEN

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

i

terpriseshehasprospered

17

@

PubMer.

JOB PRINTINO FROHPTLY AWD XKATLT DONE.

en-

.

_____

D0E3BUB&,

R.

Came

vertisement.

PUBUHHBD EVERY SATURDAY AT

B01L&HSCIH,

WHOLE

15, 1877.

bound wkh

willows, are stretched out to
the requireddistance from the shore, ai
far as the piles are driven. These rope*
are parrel al to each other and at right
angles to the shore; after brush ropes
are placed at Intervals cross ways upon
tbe long parrellalones, and on these are
laid bundles of undergrowth, 8 feet thick,
and 12 feet long, each bundle being twice
bound with willows 10 inches from one
end and three feet from the other; each
bundle overlaps tbe other ao that the end
of the smaller twias of the one, covers
the larger butt ends of tbe other. This
mattras is loaded with stones and sunk,
and the same proceii U reapeated according to the depth of the water, aud you
have a breakwater impervious to sand
or water and one that will last years and
years. In forming a Jettiy, a mattras is
made of whatever size reoujred for outside work pretty much on the same princiI

ple os above, large rings being attached

towed out

it

is

the harbor to the desired location,. there it is held ap by veiiela,each
vessel held bytwo anchors, to that by
slacking one cable 'and hauling together
on the other, the vessels can move to an
inch and henco the mattras la engineered
to an inch where it should be; then tbe
maitras Is loaded with stones just so long
as tbe vessels can bear the load, then tho
ropes are slipped from tbe rings, the site
carefully buoyed, and the process repeated until the jetty rises above water.
The heaviest contract Mr, Ranters bad in
Holland, was a mattras 850x150 which bad
to be hauled 5 miles out on the stormy
North Sea, employed 86 vessels and 2QK)
mep, and had to he sank between the ebb
and rise of the tide (just one hour). The
slightestmiscalculation and Mr. K. would
have lost 9,000 guilders.Compared to
such work as this harbor work bere is
mere child’s play, lo protectingshores
which are being washed away like those
of Lincoln Park, Chicago, the modus oprandi, is somewhat on the same principle
and has never failed in its purpose.
Col. Mansfieldof tbe U. S. engineers, examined these systems and Acknowledged
their superiority bv giving contract to Mr.
Ranters both In Holland and Whitehall,
which have fully proved their immense
superiority over any other system in vogue,
nnd will ere long be generally adopted
throughout the continent.
l. t. kantrrs.
Son of tbe aforementioned and one of
Holland’s enterprising and* successful
merchants, commenced business in 1870,
in partnershipwith his brother A. M.
Ranters, dealing In books, stationary,
in

’

notions, Ac., opposite tbe post-office. The
Messrs. Ranters were buildingnp an excellent trade, when they were burned out;
two days later they again started and in

June ’72

erected tbe present elegant

store at No. 72, Eighih street, 22x50 two
stories high.. There Mr. L. T. Ranters,
carries on a heavy and growing business in
books, stationary, toys, stereoscopic views,
Ac., he also ms^es a specialty of furnishing school books and all other requisiteslor
Came originally from Vermont and set- students and his
splendid stock of
tled in this section, being the first American albums just received, besides other goods
settler in Holland. Mr. Post deals heavily On the upper story are tasty ice cream

a

in land having bandied many thousands parlors opening out on an elegant balcony
acres, he erected a beautiful residence which cost $150. Mr. Ranters U city
Boots aad Shots.
surrounded by trees, and also erected a librarian,the library having 300 volumes;
business building and carried on beirvy be is also foreman of No. 2, Columbia enWitehei mi Jivilry.
TTEROLD, E.. Manufacturer of aud dealer In
FISH
mercantile business. In the great fire he gine. which company has 50 members and
Eighth0^1* t* • 8,l<>Ci, Findings, etc.;
is newly fitted up and famished,and its location
JOSLRV A BRETM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelera, is the most convenientto both the railroad depots. was swept of all these, damage $25,000. 500 feet of hose. In summer, so well are
Mr. P. has built a residence on 11th street his parlors patronized,that on one 4th of
It la now readv to receive guests, both
Osotist.
ketiIiddKl2*th8!rB«*'1<!,6°°d'’
L'“r“”rofM"'
and continues to do an enterprisingloan July be employed as high as 40 assistants
|
/'(BED. M. Dental Burgeon; residenceand ofand land business.
and took lu $416 across tbe counter. In
We solicit a share of the public patronage, and
Van
0PP°*R® Bakker A
’70 A. M. Ranters retired from the firm
j.
c.
POST,
ESQ.
will endeavorto treat oar guests in each a manner
fafirtifis.
and is now associated with bis father. In
aa to merit their approval.
A
graduate
of
the
Ann
Arbor
Law
UniC'ERGUSON B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
May ’77, L T. Ranters in partnership with
W. J. SCOTT,
1; all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
versity , and admitted to the bar in 1876,
Holland, Oct. $5, *77. 97-tf Proprietor.
C. Wiersema, established another store;
the best style of the art. Office, upstairs next
has his office in bis lathers business builddoor to Peet
H-ly
l o. of o.
which is located 2nd floor east of posting, where he already enjoys his share of
office. Mr. C. Wiersema, formerly clerk
noLUHDGI1, Loin, Ho. laund^ndentOrder
legal practice and a professionalpopularDrugs aid kidlolats.
to his present partner, was burned out in '
ity while his legal ability and genial courKenyon’s block snd moved to his present
of each
^
The
undersigned
wishes
to
Inform
his
old
friends
tesy
to
his
clients,
is
daily
increasing.
T'vOESBURG, J. 0., Dealer In Drugs and Modi*
stand two weeks later where be manufacVisiting brothersare cordially Invited.
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
clues, Points and Oils, Brushes,Ac. PhyJAMES TEN EYCK, K8Q.
present located at Muskegon, be has made arrangeR. A. SeaIOUTKM, N. G.
tures and deals in candies, oysters,toys, starpE ROLLER, G.

X

J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Clgara, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

rpHIS la a
JL Smith's

new Honee, added to the old Rev.

residence, on the coraer of

NINTH AND

STEADY

IUalteQ

Office.

week

U

.
*

ATAN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer

in Drugs, Medl-

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

F. A A. M.
A Rboular Communicationof Unity Lows.
No. 191. Fr A A. M.. wlU ho held at

Pharmacist;afull
v
stock of goods appertaining to the business
See advertisement.

Y

Vf EVER,

H. A CO., Dealers in aU kinds of Furntture, Curtain.*,Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
nidure Frames, etc.; River street

JL

d,

Masonic Hall.

sharp.
0,

Holland. Mich., on
vv^,.-Kps^'^c^arHrlvir1j;:
19, at 7)4 o'clock,

VI7AL8H HBBBR,DraggistA

TRANSIENT.

BOOKBDMIM!

/

YTEBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Med-vl icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per*
fumeries. River street.

STREETS,

r

sera's,

sician'sprescrlptioiu carefully put up; Eighth at.

of

*'

M.

<S«c’g.

A Splendid aMortinentof all kinds of
Sotar Toys for the Holidays, just received
nnd will be sold tor cusli, at
,G.J. A.PESSINK.

43-

,

A.

Muskegon, Sept. 8

CLOETINOH.

1875.

Wednesday evening. Dec.
J; 8. Bi’unb,W.

O.Biikyman,

ment* with Mr. D. R. Mecnge,at Uolland^t whose
store,on Rivet street,all Job work for binding can
be left. I have pnrcfaascd a new and completeline
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

F0RSALE.
rvATOWt™,
Holland, ApriUS*

The above gentleman was admitted to
the bar In 1873, at Detroit, having grad
uated at the Law University of Ann Arbor. Mr. Ten Eyck is a native of New
Jersey, nnd came thither from Illinois in
1875, since which time confining bimsell
almost entirelyto strict legal business,he
commands an excellent practice, Mr. T. is
city prosecutor and hss been admitted to
practice al the Supreme Court. Having
been bnraed ont in the late fire this legal
gentleman now occupies an office in the
bank bnlldlng, where hois prepared to
loan money on real estate.

tionary, notions, holiday Woods, Ac., and
is doing a first-rate business. Messrs.
Ranters A Wiersema were tbe first candy
manufacturers in town and are the oniv
ones who manufsetnre all kinds. Mr Rioters also bronght the first marl*!

topped soda fountaininto Holland— this
cost $530.

A glance at the books of the
agents will show that an average k
cush is daily exported Irom the city,
should be suggestive of activity in

ness.
•

«

»

t

{To be concluded in our next issue.)
.4 !>}!>.•i
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sd

call for the redemption of $6,000,000of

bonds Escobedo

of 1865, and $4,000,000of registeredbonds of

‘foditutl

MI

HOLLANj^blT^

1870,...

ijteffc

The War Department apprehends&

Br way

genera]renewal of Indian hostilitiesIn the 'far
Weal and Northwest before spring.

ury Sawyer, and ex-Oommlssioners of Customs
Jambs Btubgis, of Boston, extensivelyen- Haines and Brooks, some weeks ago convicted
aged in the East India trade, has failed. HU of conspiringto defraud the Government/ ‘
liabiliti 'A are $250,000.
A Washinoton dispatch states that the eviTn national Exchange Bank, of Troy, N. dence in the naval inquiry into the causes of
Y.. has gone into voluntaryliquidation.
the loss of the Huron has all been taken. A
rexiTEHTUBTconVict named Collins, alias formal decision will not be made for same time.
Thorpe, was hung in the prison at Auburn, N. It is stated that the decision of the court will
be that the Huron was lost by an error of judgY., last week, for the murder of a colored conment in be commander.His course was right,
vict named Howard, in September last.... A and he had the fullest oonfldenoein Ids obserAre at Milleretown, Pa., last week, destroyed vations, which probably were correct, but he
‘

$300,000 worth of property.

THE WIST.
It is stated that Sitting Bull U desirous of

returningto the territory of the United States;
that he labored under a misapprehension
of

with contumely

the Commissioners who were sent out to interview him, and that be U now willing to apologias and throw off his newly-dedaredallegiance to the “Great Mother."..,.The
German National Bank, of Chicago, of
which Henry Greeneb&mn
President,
has closed its doors. The directors of

U

tinue business. The directorsdaim that the
institution has assets enough to pay all obligations.

A seksaxiokaltragedy was enacted in Chicago a few days ago. A constable named MoEUigott was shot

and

mortally wounded by

Miss Alvina C. McKee while attempting to levy
on an execution for $42 for the rent of the
house in which the fair Alvina lived.
Gov. Ibwin, of California, in his message to
to the Legislature, comes

Tucson, Arizona, we get the fol-

Paris telegrams of the 8th state that a eerious hitch has oocurredIn the negotiationsfor
the formation of a Ministrysatisfactory to the

Left. MacMahon seems to have recanted at
the last moment, and now insistsupon reserving to himself the selection of the three most
important Ministers—those of Foreign Affairs,
War and Marine.

The Spanish Governmentis

t

he treated

of

Arthur has granted a motion for a new trial in
having been a revolutionof opinion in favor
the case of ex-Assi slant SecreUay of the Treasof Lerdo. Important news is expeoted soon.

THE EAST.

when

These

lowing intelligencefrom Northern Mexico :
Ths House Committee on Educatljb and Gem Epitado Huerta,Commanding General of
^Labor have decided
report advers^f upon SdoOra nndlH Dias, is ordjfed to MexiS^ and
dge Buckner tor the alt the Federal garrisons in Sonora are concentrating in Guayamaa,the frontier towns being
establishmentin the District of Columbia of a
left unprotected.Discontent is general in
National Universityfor Women.... Judge McSinaloa. Sonora, and Lower California, there

THE HEWS C05DENSED.

their errand

to the suffrages of his friends.

professsionsare not believediu by many of
his politicalsupporters.

out

strongly against

Chinese immigration,and urges that steps be

failed to take sufficientlyinto account the fact
that bis vessel was very Jlong, deep a comparatively small quantityof water, and offered little
resistanceto the sea, which In the gale was
setting in so strongly toward the land. The
ship was heading right, but had be4n forced
out of its course by tne gale and the tide.

Hon. John M.

Hablan has

formally quali-

fied as a Judge of the United States Supreme

in

troubleagain

with the Basque provinces, whose ancient lib-

has been an attempt to curtail,
Don Carlos’ rebellion.
A Pabis dispatch of the 11th says: “On
Sunday night the crisisassumed a new shape.
Marshal MacMahon determined on a policy of
resistance, and a new Ministry was submitted
by him. It remains to be seen whether the
erties there

since they participated in

Constitutionalists in the Senate will accede to
the demand of a second dissolution.'’

Court, and now occupies a seat on that bench
The last revolution to Ecuador has collspsefi
as the successorof Hon. David Davis, of Illiafter eighteen hours' hard fighting to Quito,
nois.... An effort to restore the franking
privilegeto Congressmen looms up In Con- where it is estimated 400 persons wore killed
gress, and nobody seems to care. . .Secretary and a large number wounded.... The new
Schurz,referring to the reports that he con- United States Minister to the Court of St
templated resigning his position and taking James was cordially welcomed on his arrival at
the mission to Berlin, says that he has no snob Liverpool by a number of leadingEnglishmen.
intention. He is well satisfiedwith his present ....Tne death is reported of Sidney Smirke,
position, and thinks he is doing well in it.
.
the distinguishedEnglish architect.
There has been a caucus of some of the
prominent silver men of both bouses,including Senator Jonos, Judge Kelley, Bland and
PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS.
others, at which it was agreed that, daring the
long holidayrecess, one Senator and one RepWednesday, Dec. 5.— Senate.— There was
resentative should be deputed to call public
DO Besaion of the Senate.
attention to the Silver bill, and to create pubHouse.— The House spent oonoiderable time in
lic sentiment in its favor.... We are informed
by Washington dispatchesto the Western press wranglingover the Jurlidiction between the Comthat it is the intention of the administration merce and Railroad Committeeson the subject of
to leave the whole question of settling the the respectivecontrolof the two committee*over the
Mexican troubles to Congress. The Cabinet river and harbor bllia. The matter was settledby
to the Committee on Rules,
. .Mr. Townmaypass upon the questionof the recognition reference
send, of Illinois, introdneed a bill to repeal the exof Diaz, but beyond that it does not expect to istingstatute*for the renewal of patent*, and dedo anything, preferring to leave the responsi- claring it unlawful hereafterfor the CommUeioner
bilityupon toe shouldersof the representative of Patent* to renew or extend any patent or dealgn
body. There it promises to be a fruitful source whatever. The bill waa passed....Mr. Harrlaon,
of Hllnols, introduced a bill to provide for
of discussion.
an income tax. It proposesto levy upon the inTHE TURKO-RUSS1AN WAB.
come* of all United States citizens which may be
The Russiansadmit a defeat and heavy loss- over $1,000 and nnder $1,000annually a tax of 1 per
cent,; over $2,000and under $3,000, IJf per cent.,
es at Elena. The Turkish advance was only and graduating the scale np to and Including
$23,000.
Over $23,000and under $33,000, a tax of 3
checked by the timely arrivalof Russian reinpercent; over $35,000 and under $50,000, 4 per
forcements— A strong peace element is said cent., and 6 per cent, on all income* to excess of
$50,000. '
to be developingin Constantinople.
A Buohabist dispatch says: "A Russian Thubhdat, Deo. 6.— Senate.— A number of
petition*were presented and referred. ..A reeelostatementIs published here which says that it
tion was introdneed by Mr. Burnside, and adopted,
is better to continue the war than to conclude
asking the Presidentto transmit to the Senate
a patched-up peace, which will sooner or later the correepondenoehad with our Ministersto
make another war necessary. Russia must ob- France,England and Uermany in regard to the
Franoo-Prnseianwar.... Mr. Ferry pneeented a
tain autonomyfor the Christian population, inpetition of citizens of Michigan in favor
dependence for Bonmania and Servia, increase of the passage of
bill to authorize
of territory for Montenegro,and for Russia the coinage of the standard stiver dollar....
possessionof Batoum and Kars, and the free The silver men achieved a decided victory in the
Senate, and developedan unexpected strength.
navigationof the Dardanelles."
Mr. Allison,who has charge of tee House Silver
The London correspondent of the Chicago bill,moved to make It tee specialorder for Monday,
Tribune telegraphs that "public interest in Dec. 10. Mr. Morrill moved to postpone the matter
.

.

.

.

taken to put a stop to the unrestricted influx of
Mongolians.He says their presence has initiated an irrepressable conflict in California, and
that there is danger of their civilization overriding oar own.
Still another Chicago bank has gone by the

board. The German Savings Bank— Henry
Greenebaum,President— dosed its doors on
Priday, the 7th Inst. It

is

said that depositors

will be paid dollar for dollar.

Binxbuptcum :

The Simpson Bank

of

Lawrence, Kan.; the La Salle County Savings
Bank, of Ottawa, HL; John G. Hodge A Co.,

STRANGE CASE.

that the shores of all the remaining
A Needle Works Its Way from a Woman's countries of the globe. If trill contain
nearly all of the vacant and unoccupied
Foot to Her Hip.
lands to which the crowded populations
[From the Louisville(Ky.) News.]
of other countries must resort. It will
A young woman named Meli88t$hipp,
whose residence is in hfartin county,
kInd/, arrived in the city' by the Cmioitod
erlaih,
Mississippiroad, this morning, for the
Galaxy.
purpose of receiving medical advice.
About three years ago, while walking
Destruction of Forests.
across the carpet of her room at her

bare feet, she
stepped upon a piece of broken needle,
which penetratea the hollow of the left
foot, sinking deeply into the flesh.
Herself and mother made repeatedefforts
to draw the fragment from the wound,
but without success. Finally a piece of
bacon-rind was bound ou the punctured
part, and in a day the pain subsided,
and a week later the wound seemed perfectly healed.
Miss Shipp continued to go about and
attend to her domestic duties for several
months after the accident, entirely free
from pain. Gradually, nowever, her
ankle oegan to pain her, and this continued for two or three months, she at
times suffering intensely. She supposed, as did her friends, that the pom
was caused by acute rheumatismor a
father’s residencein her

The rapidity with which this country
is being stripped of :its forest* iroust
alarm every thinking man. It has been
estimated by good authority that, if we
go on at the ] resent rate, the supply of
timber in the United States wilL in lees
than twenty years, fall considerably
short of our home necessities.How disastrously the destruction of forests of a
country affects the regularity of the
water supply in its rivers necessary for
navigation, increases the frequency of
freshets and inundations, ories up
springs, and transformsfertileagricultural districtsinto barren wastes, is a
matter of universal experience the world
over. It is the highest time that we
should turn our earnest attention to this
subject, which so seriously concerns our
national prosperity.

and bathed the part affected in
The Government cannot prevent the
tepid water and soothing liniments. cutting of timber on land owned by priAfter about three months of suffering vate citizens. It is only to be hoped
the pain began to subside, and a month private owners will grow more careful of
sprain,

later had entirely ceased.

their timber as

She suffered no more for about fifteen
months, when the acute pain again set
in, this time in the knee. - For two or
three months the same treatment was
followed as when the ankle waa affected,
the young lady and her parents still
supposing the pain was the result of
acute rheumatism. Then the pain began to subside, and in three months had
entirely disappeared.
For nearly a year Miss Shipp’s health
waa excellent, and she supposed she
had entirely recovered from her singular
affliction.But she waa mistaken.
About six weeks ago the pain returned
with great acuteness,this time in the
hip. Her sufferingsat times were intense, and the remedies formerly used

the
1.

it rises in value. But
Government can do two things:
It can take determined, and, as I

think, effectualmeasures to arrest the
stealing of timber from public lands on
a large scale, which is always attended
with the most reckless waste; and, 2. It
can preserve the forests still in its possession by Keeping them under its control, and by so regulating the cutting
and sale of timber on its lands as to secure the renewal of the forest by natural
growth and the careful preservationof
the young timber.— Annwaf Report oj
the Secretary of the Interior.

To be Printed iu School Books.
Reader, your^yesight

worth more to

is

seemed wholly without efficacy in her you than any information you are likely
emergency. On Wednesday last, how- to gain from this book, however valuable
ever, the secret of all lier sufferingwas that may be. You are, therefore, earnexplained. While adjustinga skirt after estly cautioned:
arising from bed, she discovered that a

1. To be sure that you have sufficient
small spot near the hipbone was par- light, and that your position be such
ticularly sensitive, and her mother, be- that you not only avoid the direct rays
ing called to examine it, felt the sharp upon your eyes, but that you also avoid
point of something in the flesh, and the angle of reflection.In writing, the
protruding through the inflamed skin. light should be received over the left
A pair of tweezers was obtained and the shoulder.
obstructionremoved, when it waa found
2. That you avoid a stooping position
a
to be about half an ordinary-sized and a forward inclinationof the head.
needle, so corroded by rust as to be but Hold the book up. Sit erect also when
little thicker than an ordinary horse- you write.
hair. The fragment had traveled the
3. That at brief intervals you rest the
entire length of the limb, from tho cen- eyes by looking off and away from the
to Jan. 11 This was rejected by the one-eided vote
ter of the foot to the hip-bone.
book for a. few moments.
of IT yeaati>40 nays. The motion of Mr. Allison
The young lady suffered very greatly
wi* then sgreed to by 41 yea* to 18 nays.. ..There
And von are further cautioned to avoid
after the needle was withdrawn,and is as much as possible books and papers
still a sufferer, and comes to the city to printed in small type, and especially such
eppo!
The President renominatedthe New York Custom consult a skillful surgeon and seek such as are poorly printed; also, to avoid
.

wholesale stationers, San Francisco,Cal,
bilities

Thx

lia-

$280,000.
report of the

oommisidonappointed

to

settle the dispute as to the location of the front

door of the Chicago postoffice has been ren-

dered, and is of a nature to satisfy all parties.
It retains the Dearborn street entrance, provides for two public entrancesto the pestomoe
on Clark street and one on Adams street, and
recommendsthat the dumping and wagoning
be done on Jackeon street....The St. Elmo
murderer is to have his trial at Galesburg. BL, the war was never higher in England than
in February. The theory of insanity has alEverythingpoints to some decisive
ready been advanced by toe defense.
events before New Year's day, and, should the

now.

THE SOUTH.
Louisville had a destructiveAre last week.

The extensive whisky house of Cochrane A
Fulton was completelydestroyed,involving the
loss of some $800, 000.... Ex.-(&v. Pinchbeck,
of Louisiana,has addressed aa open letter to
Gov. Nicholls resigning his place as a United
States Senator from that State.

Nxab

Liberty, Ky., last week, Thomas

Moore

and United States Special Bailiff George D. Ellis

killed one another. Moore has been

wanted

by the authorities for a year past on an indictment chirping him with illicit distilling.F-UW

Turks be overpowered and unable to prevent a
general Russian advance upon Adrianopie,
there is no tolling what action Great
Britain may be forced to take. That she is
quietly preparing for possible active interference m behalf of Turkey is certain. In
Asia the Turks have evacuated Batoum, and
the fall of Erzeroum is daily looked for, as
reinforcements cannot now reach Mukhtar
Pasha. The Servians are said to have crossed
the frontier at Jaooss, and fortified themselves
on Turkish territory.The total loss of Russia
up to Nov. 17 amounted to 74,858 men. Baker
Pasha (Col. Valentine Baker) is appointed to
the command of a division under Mehemet

suming a shape that may lead tonally serious

two

parties of

troops which recently crossed the Rio Grande
in pursuit of depredators has been heard from,

dispatchesfrom the border telling of an encounter between CoL Young's command and a
number of Mexican Indians,in which two of
the latter were killed and three wounded. The'
camp and^gropCTty of the Indians were com-

A naval engineer,Lieut Wise, reportsfavorably on the official explorations of the
Isthmus of Darien,with a view to the project
of an inter-oceanic canal, connecting the Pacific and the Atlantic in Central America.
Lieut. Wise estimatesthe cost of the proposed
work as not excessive.

POLITICAL.
The people of Georgia have

voted, by a

ma-

jority of 40,000, to locate their State capital at

Atlanta. The new constitution is adopted by
.The Democrats of New
Hampshire will hold their State Convention at
Conoerd, Jan. 16.
about the same

To a

vote. ..

bequest, signed by every Republican

member of the New York

delegation saye

Mr.

Treasury.

.

for

the relief of the sufferers by the wreck of the

relief as medical science can afford. straining or overtaxing the sight in any
The case is certainlya very remarkable way. Boys may need to be reminded of

one.

...

the

,

great importance of thoroughly
the eyes with soft, pure water
both morqing and evening.
cleansing

Pensions.
At the close of the year ending June
30, 1877, there were on the files of the
office 42,809 original army invalid
claims; 19,344 invalid increase; 32,713
army widows’ original ; 814 widows’ increase ; 975 original navy invalid ; 62
navy invalid increase ; 524 navy widows’ original ; and 2 navy widows’ increase claims.

To that number were added during
the
year 16,532 originalarmy invalid ;
gon, delivered a long speech In support of his bUl
to extend the time for the completion of the North- 11?214 army invalid increase;5,269
ern Pacificrailroad.
original navy widows’; 780 army widHoua*.— The proceedings In the House were ex- ows' increase; 271 original navy inhad
ceedinglyduU. Mr. Stephens Introduceda bill
valid ; 117 navy invalid increase ; 97
amendatoryof the act Incorporating the Texas Paoriginal navy widows’; and 16 navy
no
cific Railroad Company ; Mr. Cox, of New York, ofwidows’ increase claims.
fered a bill to reorganize th* life-savingservice,
Seventeen hundred and seventy-one
and Mr. Wood, Chairman of tee Ways and Means
Committee, reporteda concurrentresolution for original army invalid, 132 original navy
the adjournment of Congress for the Christmas
holidays,from the 15th of December until Jan. 10, widows’, 4 army widows’ inoreasef 6
which was passed.
original navv invalids’,and 1 original
Monday, Dec. 10.— Senate.— The case of J. navy widowsr claims were taken from the
B. Eustls, of Louisiana, waa called up, and after a rejected files and reopened, making a
allied armies besieging
sieging
Plevna. The brief debate the resolutiondeclaring him entitledto grand total of 61,112 original army inpurport of the letter
a request s seat In the Senate was adopted by a vote of 49 yeas
for fa
favorable terms of capitulation, to 8 nays, the latter being Means. Allison. Cameron valid ; 21,558 army invalid increase ;
and an especialrequest from Osman Wls.), McMillan. Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Morrilland 38,114 original army widows’; 1,598 army
Pasha to be allowed to surrender his sword to Saunders. Mr. Eustis was then sworn In and took widows’ increase ; 1,252 original navy
the Grand Duke Nicholas. . This being impos- hieaeat. ..Anumberofbills were Introduced and invalids ; 179 navy invalid increase ;
sible.the parlementsirereturned.On Sunday referred.Among them were the following: By
622 original navy widows’; and 18 navy
another desperate assault was made on the Mr. Plumb, to declare certain lands heretofore
granted to railroad companies forfeited, and to
Russian right, in which Osman Pasha himself open the same for settlement; by Mr. Johuston. widows’ increase claims for disposal
The yearly value of claims allowed
was wounded,and about 8,000 Turks put hors amendatoryof the supplementaryact to incorporate
de combat Nothing remained but uncondi- the Texas Pacific railroad,and to aid its construc- during the year is $1,343,534.84,as foltional surrender, and thus dosed one of the tion; by Mr. Christiancy,to provide for
lows; Army invalid,$472,408.22 ; inchallengesto Jurors in trials for bigamy
bravest defensesof modern times.”
and polygamy in the Territory of Utah.... creased pension to invalids, $369,996.12 ;
A Constantinopledispatch says it is re- Mr. Matthew* made a four boars' speech in favor army widows, etc., $446,292 ; increased
ported that the Council of State has deter- of his stiver resolution.
pensions to army widows, $16,504 ; navy
mined that Christiansshall hereafter be eligi- Hours.— A large number of bills were Introduced, invalids, $16,528.50 ; increased pension
ble to Governorships and other Administrative among the lot being another income-taxbill, by Mr.
functions of the Turkish provinces.... The Turnac; a bill
WUliar, few York, to navy invalids, $2,877 ; navy widows,
Egyptian contingentin the ifoklsh army will restoring’ tbs tax ' Qn tea and coffee, and etc., $10,260 ; increasedpension to navy
be increasedby 12,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry looking toward tariff-reform;a bill by Mr. widows, $9,060 ; survivorsof the war of
Joyce, adJUBting the salaries of Postmasters;and a 1812, $5,568, and widows of the soldiers
and four
V
Jolat revolution proposingan amendment to the
Details of the surrender of Plevna show constitutionprovidingfor the electionof Senators of said war, $12,096.
.Mr. Wood, Chairman
that 40,000 soldiersunder arms and 20,000 by direct vote of tee people.
During the year the following amounts
tou.Committeeon Ways and Means, reported the were paid for pensions ; To army indemand wounded in hospital fell into the of
usual reaslutlons for tbs distributionof the PresiMauds of the Russians.The sufferingsof the dent's annual- message among the various commit- valids, $12,955,544.15 ; to army widows,
tee*.
The resolutions,after some discussion,were etc.. $13,348,383.57; to navy invalids,
Turks in the beleaguered town were actually
steamer Huron was passed... Mr. Mitchell,of Ore-

ww

*

batteries.

'

,

awful Cold, disease and • famine decimated
send in the names of Messrs.Roosevelt and jhe ranks and reduced the soldiers
Price as Collectorand Naval Officer in New to living skeletons. To aggravate
Chittenden, asking the President not to again

no

docYork, the President, a Washington telegram weir Bufferings,there were
informs us. returned a courteous but peremp- tors, and no medicine could be obtained. ..
During the operations against the citadel of
tory
v
Antivari, the Prinoe of Montenegro has been
WASHINGTON.
inhabiting a house belongingto a Mohammedan
Justice Humphbet, % Washington dispatch Bey in the town of Antivari On Sunday an
states, has rendered an opinion in the habeas' attempt was made to sattssinstethe Prince to
the bonne, which was mined and blown up.
corpus case of Senator Patterson,discharging The Prince was fortunatelyabsent at the time.
him from custody.This prevents Patterson One of his body guard was killed and six infrom being taken back to South Carolina,un- jured.
less Gov. Hampton shall make another requisiGENERAL FOREIGN
’

refusal

fell by reason of the expiration
of the extra seeslon. A number of ether nominations were sent in. John B. Hawley, of Illinois,
waa confirmed ss AssistantSecretaryof the

Honsx.— In the House the only business of importance was tee threefold report from the Elections Committee on the Colorado case— one to tee
effect that Patterson wa* entitled to the seat, an-'
other that Self ord was tee rightful claimant, and a
third, signed by Mr. Cox, of Ohio, claimingthat
there wa* no legal election and remanding the
question back to the people of Colorado....The
Post-Route bill was passed. . .Mr. Joyce wanted to
AM."
introduce a resolutioncensuring the Spaniardsfor
The most important event of the war in their barbaritiesin Cuba, but Mr. Hale objected.
Europe so far is the fall of Plevna, the chief
Friday, Dec. 7.— Senate.— The Home bill

met him tychanceSunday night whim riding
towards Liberty, Ky„ with a man named Dwyer. Ellis called "surrender!" and Moore answered by firing a bullet through Ids body. El- strongholdof the Turks north of the Balkan
lis returnedthe shot, Moore disappearingintbe
bushes. Next morning his body was found mountains. After a severe engagement before the town on Sunday, the 9th inst. Osman
frozen stiff in death.
Pasha, who was wounded, surrenderea unconGENERAL.
ditionally. On Saturday, the 8th, says a special
Two oceak disastersare reported by cable. cable dispatch of the 11th, “after Osman
Pasha
found his escape
imescape
The British steamer European, from the Cape possible,his army
starving and
of Good Hope, was wrecked in a fog off the ishing with cold, and
he
French coast. No lives were lost A collision success, he sent a parlementaireto the Russian
occurred in the English channel, off Beachy headquarters with a special letter addressed
head, between an English steamer and an un- pereonaUyto the Grand Duke Nicholas as
Chief of the army investing. The Grand Duke
known vessel. But one man was saved.
The troubles on the Mexican border are as- declined either to accept the letter or to recomplications. One of the

House officers who

.

adopted.

Tuesday, Deo.

It.—

Senate.—The mornlhg

hour 4ru nearly all occupod by the reception of
petitions in favor of

woman

suffrage,for a law in

.

thought he will not do.
Gen. Ord, commanding the forces in Texas,
was before the Committee on Military Affairs,
the other day. He stated that the Mexican Atalama has been lost The crew numbered on tee Huron to the Naval Cemetery at Annapolis,
which was passed .... The day wa* passed in sotton
people and authorities on the lower Rio Grande
J)rfL1udthepassengersprobably about fifty. upon Senate amendmentsto the Deficiency Approwere in sympathy with the raiders, and in- Only eighteen persons were saved:
priation bill. They were aU disposedof, and the
timated that his present force was quite inbill was sent back to the Senate.
A Paws dispatch announces that the hitherto
adequate to guard the frontier and pursue and
punish the raiders, as bis orders re- obstinate MacMahon has at last yielded, and
quire him to do....8tllsonHutchins, consented to accept a Ministry from the Left
The hat manufacturers of New York
lately of the 8t Louis Time#, has started a
^^-‘AdUpetchfromtheCrtyof Mexico will ask Congress to reduce the duty on
silk plush from 60 to 20 per cent. They
say that silk plush cannot be made in
CincinnatiEnquirer, and A. C. Buell, a trominent newspaper correspondent,are on the edthe United States, and the present dudesires that bis name snau no longer be
°°ly hampers trade and
il<Tta Secretaryof
of tl
the Treasury has issued a I for poUtioal purposes,and recommendsGen. fethe price of silk hats.
.

.

,

SH-WKf-

used

.

Colonization Society

war 3,137 colored persons. It is now
preparingto dispatch another expedition on the 2d of January next The
number of emigrants will depend, to a
considerableextent, on the means yet to
be contributed for the purpose. The
society is constantly receiving urgent
applications for passage and settlement
These, with other movements,especially in South Carolina and Florida,
represent, it is estimated,a quarter of *
million of men, women and children.
New York Tribune.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeyxs ............................
$7 35 ^11 60
Hogs ................
..... 4 75 9 6 60
Cotton ..........................
11*
Floub— Superfine ..................
5 00 9 5 35
Whxat— No. 3 Chicago .............133
Coax— Western Mixed .............63
66tf
OATB-Mixed ........
36
41
Rrx- Western......
........... 73
74
PORK-New Mess ..................
13 35 913 60

. 11^9

9134

9
9
9

....

Hbd ..............................
8*9

CHICAGO. .

.

.

Bexyeb— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 36 9 5 50
Choice Natives...........4 60 9 6 00
Cows and Heifers..... ...3 36 9 S 60
Batchers’ Steers ..........3 35 9 3 76
Medium to Fair ..........3 90 9 4 40
Hoos-Live ..............
3 50 9 4 35
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 75 9 7 26
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 6 25 9 6 60
Whxat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 08 » 109
No. 8 Spring ....... ....... 103 <4104
44
Corn— No. 2 ...........
48 (4
26
Oats— No. 2 ..................
,.... 26
66
Ry*— No. 2 ........................
65 (4
61
Barley— No. 2 ................... 60 (4
_
80
Buttxb— Choice Creamery ........ . 28
22
Eoos— Fresh ....................... 20
PoRK-Mees .......................
11 85 9II *»
-Lard ..............................
8

*

9
9

7*0

MILWAUKEE

Wheat— No. 1 ......................1 11*9

$199,619.40; to navy widows, etc.,
$322,926.63; survivors of the war of
1812, $934,657.82 ; to the widows of- the

Wheat— No.

1

»

91

09

9
9

45
26
67
68

>

81. LOUIS.

Bed

3

1 23

Fall...,....... 1 22

47
soldiers of said war, $361,548.91,mak- Cobh— No. 2 Mixed..:!....... ....... 4$
28
No. 2. ................. ...... 27
ing a total of $28* 122,688. 48. —Report Oats—
Ryb,,..,,
55 _ _ »«
••
»•••«•••
of the Commissioner of Pensions.
.............
la 00 912 l»x
Pobk-Mms ......

A Dream

—

NEWS.

tion, which it is

The American

has sent to Liberia since the close of the

No.2 ......................108
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 44
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25
Hyx— No. 1 .................
66
Bablxy— No. 2.... ............
65

relationto the liquor traffic, and in relationto tariff
matters. . Among tee bills Introduced and referred
were the followlag:By Mr. Davis, of Illinois, to
'establish a Court oi Appeals; Irr Mr.Kellogg.auteoritihg mall elesmibip servtee between New
of Anglo-haxondom.
Orleans and certain porta nffned....Mr. Conkling
introduced a resolution for tfce appointmentof a [' The story is everywherethe same
committeeto Inquire into tea border troubles with
the Anglo-Saxon is everywherea conMexico.... A dtacnsslon upon Mr. Matthews’ silver
resolutiontook up the balance of the day’s session, queror. Always acquiringand never rewhich was participatedin by Messrs. Kernan,Beck, linquishing, he suffersno limit to be put
Wallace and Allison.
to his possessions. It is not without the
Horna.— Mr. Whitthorne introduceda bill proAj dispatch from Coquimbo,Chill, says the
range
of probability that within fifty
PacificSteam NavigationCompany’ssteamship viding for the removal of the bodies of those lost
.

Emigration to Liberia.

vears the

whole of

the continents of
North America, Africa, and Australia
will be entirely in the possessionof men
ot Anglo-Saxonblood, besides the British isles, quite a third of Asia, New Zealand, nearly all of the island of Polynesia, and such fragments of territoryin
other parts of the globe as are already
in British possession. This vast area
will include more than half of the fertile
and productivesoil of the globe. It will
dominate all the seas of the world,
affording a coast line greater in
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e •see teats*

Hoob ........ ....................
Cattle.... ..................... 2
.

60 9

6 00

Wheat— Red ....................... 1 18 9
CoBH-New ........................
40

1 36

CINCINNATI.

9 41
Oats ..............................
90 * £
Pobx-Msss

..........

1180

...
TOLEDO.

Labd ...........................

9W

7*9
.

Wheat-No. 1 White Michigan. ... 1 $1 »
No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 *> »
Coeh ...............................47
Oat*— No. ........ ...............
28
2

1

Floub— Choice White ..............8 80 9 •

”No.

Wheat-No. 1

White ............... 1 30
No. 1 Amber .......... .... 126

_

}

9 WX
9 ®

DETROIT.

*

00
*

9

^
W

1 *1

9l®
Gout—
61
M
QATs-Mixed ......................
80 9 81
Bahlby (per cental) ................ 1 2J 91 60
Poex— Mess ....... I ................ U60 912 75
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Oattlx— Best ............
* 00 9 5 5$
......................
4 50 9 5 00
Common ..................
8 00 9 4 00
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A NOBLE MEMORIAL.
*« wart’s Working- W onurn's

Hotel,

can finish in this way five or six pounds
an hour. The thicker, the more even,
la

New York,

The

great building founded by the
lute Alexander T. Stewart, and provided
for in his will, known as the WorkingWomen’s Hotel, ia now so nearly completed that the New York Times gives
the details of the structureand its internal arrangements.The building is a
little more than 200 feet square, and
seven stories in height. There are 502
private rooms, of which 115 are double,
and all of them are furnished in the
most elaborate style. Each room is
connected by wires with the kitchen and
dining-room,the janitor’s and porter's
rooms, as well as with the office. There
are bath-rooms and water-closetson
every floor, accessiblefrom each room,
and every apartment will have its own

and the freer from bubbles the whole
mass is, so much the better is its

A Balance

a comparative statement
United
for December.
States for the month ended October,
1877, and for the ten months ended the
A Colored Camp-Meeting.
same, compared with like data for the
From Macon, Ga., a correspondent oorresponding period of the year immesends a picture of a late camp-meeting diately preceding. Corrected to Nov.

working-women who want her feet, and she lay in this condition
to take food home. The hotel is so several honrr. While these poor, debum that eveiy loom in it has well- luded creatures were wallowing in the
lighted windows and good ventilation. straw before the pulpit at this campThe inner square is laid ont in mosaic meeting, one old woman, very fantastiwork, adorned with trees and flowers, # cally dressed, with a queer bonnet covfountainin the center, and negotiations are now making for the purchase of a large tract in the rear of the
hotel to be laid out as a park for the
use of the guests. The building is as
nearly fire-proof as it can be made, no
wood being used except in the doors
a

and window-frames. The basement
floor is of stone, and the first, second,
and third of marble, and between every
aeoond room there is a brick wall twenty-four inches thick. Tbe main walls,
even at the top of the seventh story, are
thirty-six inches

thick. Nothing seems

have been left undone that will minister to the comfort and convenience of
the guests. They will, for the lowprice of
$6 per week, really have better accommodations, fumiture, food, attendance,and
entertainment than they could have in
any first- class hotel in this country at $5
per day. With regard to the internal
management,the Times says :
Any woman of good characterwill be accepted as a guost, but she must be a woman of
good character. Each guest may have a tingle
room, or two may take a double room together
at double the price of a single room; or any
guest who chooses may occupy a double room
& she pays for it. The hotel will be well officered and watched. Of course,the Superintendents will be women. The same social regto

is

of the imports and exports of the

30,

1877:

ForTm
Honthi Hnded
Merchandise.For October. Oct. 81.
1877.. Eiports—Domestic...HT, MS, 141 |4W.W,1M
Foreign.... 1,821,M0 9,910,818

values being added, of course, those for
wages, paper, ornamental envelopes,
boxes, wear and tear of machinery,
manufacturers’profits, etc. Mourning,
hair, entomological, and japanned pins—
that is, those stuck in rows— realize a
larger profit than pins sold by weight.
Taking it altogether, the pin manufacture of the United Kingdom is not overestimated,it is thought, at the aggregate amount of $1,000,000. In the
United States, the weight of pins produced in a year is set down at 1,120,000

pounds.

_

aged $500; insured. O. H. Harris’ gun
shop and the Otsego Union office bmlding, loss $800; damage to type, presses,
eta. $200; no insurance,w. White,
building,$1,000. Most of the buildings
were old wooden structures, and, there
being no fire department, little could be
done to stop the flames.

Thb report of J. B. Haviland, State
Swamp-Land Road Oommiseioner, for
he fiscal year ending Bept. 80, 1877,
just out, makes the followingshowing as
to the conditionand what was done during the year: Sixty-ninemiles of road

were placed under

contract, the price
being $69,571.79. The principal road
Total ............ 458,8X1,001 $4M.«T7,010
was the Presque Isle and Little TravImports ............. 41,829,878413,188,791
Thebe are now 593 granges and 29,- erse, forty-three miles in length. Work
Excess of exports....117,041,614 | 71,841.118 801 Grangers in Michigan.
was accepted and paid on roads and
1876. .Exports— Domeatio. .449,694,886 $446,989,590
Thb Grand Lodge of Ancient York ditches to the amount of $82,058.09. The
Foreign....746,784 11,608,164 Masons met at Jackson last week.
amount of contracts to become due is
$117,110.78.
The number of acres of
187 $453,562,764
ToUl.
Miss Bell Oamxbon, of Kalamazoo,
884,913,818
668
State swamp land standing reservedat
Imports.
has finished her law studies,and will
the dose of the year on road and other
Excess of exports .... 415,916,479 > 98,649.941 soon apply for admission to the bar.
contracts is $21,796.60. The amount of
Thb foundlingshome in Detroit has matured State swamp land credit at the
Gold and Silver— (Coin
. and Bullion).
receivedand cared for 28 foundlings dar- end of the year is $54,697.05. The to1877.. Exports—Domestio...$ 1,698,688
tal amount of swamp land patented to
Foreign....317,379 10,188,484 ing the past eleven months.
the State in the Upper Peninsula is
Rica
A
MoOonhbll,
one
of
the
oldest
Totsl ........... ‘.t 1,010463 $ 44,817,911
Imports .............. 1,668,896 19,786,970 hardware firms in Jackson, made an as- 2,684,552.86 acres. Of this amount
signment recently. Liabilities,$160, 1,748,114.46 acres are vacant, and 100,Excess of exports....!343,068 $ 36.041.948
886.03 acres are in the market. The
000; assets, $16,000
amount
patented to the State in the
1876. .Exports— Domestic 4 1,284,764 $ 43,963,600
A raw secret society, called the Sigma
6,611,071
Foreign.... 1,246,490
Lower Peninsula was 8,207,880.87 acres.
Chi, has been started in the law departToUl ........... ..$ 2,631,164 $ 80.668,671 ment of the university, with a mimer- Of this amount 681,936 acres are vacant,
Imports..........*...
6,614,618 15,693,624 nna mAmhpraIrm
and 512,080.19 acres are in the market.
oil membership.
There are 141,141.24 acres of swamp
Excess of exports............... $ 84,870,047
Adklaidi Cxtshawat, who went to land licensed to homestead settlers,and
Excess of imports — $ 2,983,364 .........
Saginaw City with her husband in 1832, 6,917.08 acres reservedto the AgricultTotal Merchandise and
one of the fint white women that settled ural College in Ingham and Clinton
Specie. -r ,
in that place, died laet week.
1877 .. Exports-Domestic.,$89,342,916$809,468,667
counties.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

.

.

.

.

Foreign.... 1,639,039

to all the

and has

of •90,683,164 In Oar Favor
the Last Tea Months. >

Following

quality and higher the price.— *S,cri5ncr

near that place : “It is night, and, under on extensive leaf arbor, a swaying
mass of black forma oscillate to every
passing emotion, while torches of pine
throw a yellow glare around and under
the canopy, and oast long shadows on
the ground outside the covering.In
front of a rough stand used as a pulpit
is & small inclosure, thickly strewn with
leaves and pine straw, and in this inclosure the favored few lie in trances or
shout prophecies,and tell what wonders
gas and hot and cold water. The din- the Lord has done for their souls.
ing-room trill have a capacity for 600 Around this inclosure a multitude of
persons at a time, and the parlor and men and women form the 'holy dance.’
reception-roomswill be very spacious In this the men turn their faces outward
and elegant, each of them having a first- and the women toward the center of the
class piano. The library will be ar- circle,and, taking hands, each steps in
ranged for the special comfort of the time to the hymn iiat all are singing.
guests, will have 2,500 volumes on its
Their singing is wild and weird, and yet
shelves, and will contain a complete sethere is a charm in the song of the
lection of newspapers and periodicals negro, who, untaught, sings in strict
adapted to women. It is also intended time and with foil, round tones that
to ornament all the public room* with seem to well up from the heart Itis
paintings, and statuary, and other works
like the mournful whoop of our ‘ whipof art. The kitchen is to be a model in
poor-wilL’ Your correspondent has
every respect, and will be presided over seen a negro woman earned from the
by a French cook. Everything will be holy dance in snob a ‘trance,’ as they
marked down on the bills^of fare at cost call it, that her body was perfectly
price, and the restaurant* will not only
rigid, not bending in the least, although
furnish meals id the regular boarders, one man carried her head and the other

but

OUR EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.

10,046,269

The Rev. Edward Jacker, of St

Ig-

Rome

ToUl ............. $60,881,964 $629,604,926 naoe, Mackinaw, has started for
Imports ..............43,498,274 482,911,762 with a collection of Indian presents for

Exccm of fxporU

.

.

.

417,863,690$ 96,668 164

the Pope, from the Ottawa Indians,
which ms mission has converted.

1876. .Export*— Domes tic... $60, 979, 120 $490,912,190
Foreign.... 1,192,271 18,214,286

Geoegb T. Weber, of
himself in

ered with plumes of various colors,
broke from the altar in a holy frenzy,
and ran shouting from under the shel-

Detroit, seated

a chair in his parlor, pat a re-

ToUl .......... /..$61,971,891 $829,136,435
volver to his face
Importa ..............40,089,278880,606,487

and shot himself in the
month. He died instantly. Jealousy or insanity is assigned.

brain through the
Exoeea of exports... $12,983,115 $128,619,968

ter. Just outside the arbor she climbed
to the top of a tall, burnt pine stomp
Christmas and the Children.
about five feet high, and there she stood,
In all the celebrations and observances
and, flapping her arms much as a fowl
would its wings, she cried ont ; ‘Hal- of Christmas, it remained for the goodhumored, materialistic Germans to belelujah I Hallelujah1 Glory to God!
think them of rendering it a period of
Glory ! Glory ! If I just had two wings
peculiar pleasure for children. By the
and a few more feathers on my head I’d
Germans Christmas is esteemed the
fly away to glory!’”
“Children’s Festival;” and with them
originated the world-famousmyth of
A tireat Wheat and Corn State.
Saint Nicholas, alias Santa Clans, alias
Eli Perkins, in a letter from Cerro Kris Kringle, the patron of Yule-tide
Gordo county, Iowa, to the New York and the friend of all proper boys and
prettily-behavedlittle girls.
Sun, writes as follows
Happily the reform In the observance
You in the East can have nopofwible conception of the magnitude of the Western crops. of the day, which began in Germany,
Trite this county, Ocrro Gordo— and there are reached and was copied in other portions
ninety-eicht other counties in the 9tate just as
of Europe. Christmas is now, as well.
large— I find the yield of wheat alone will be
‘Children’sDay” in England ana
over 1,000,400 bushels. It will be 160 bushels

Ghobgb Dunninoton,a young man 19
years old, from Tarbolton, Ont, was
killed at a rollway at Steele’s lumber
camp, on Tittabawasaie river, recently.
He was skidding logs, and a large one
struck him, passing over his body from
the knees to the chin. He lived only
five minutes.
Henri Willis has received a letter
from Gov. CrosweU in reply to a communication relative to the Michigan ship
canal, in which the Governor strongly
favors the project, but thinks that the
State cannot undertake the enterprise,
and that whatever may be done will
have to be done by the National Govern-

:

ment

A wonderful feat in engine building
was recently accomplished at the Michigan Central railroad shops at Jackson.
corn ic the same proportion. It is 'safe to say
Christmas tree, the
Two gangs, of fourteen men each, began
that every able-bodied man in Oerro Gordo
Stockings hong by the chimney with care,
at 7 o’clock upon two separate locomocounty raises enough to support fifty men.
tives, the parts of which had been preThere are many wheat-fieldshere that pro- and the
duced last season forty-five bushels to the innocent
viously laid to hand, and “ set up ” the
acre. The average yield is twenty-eight
much
of the boisterous carousal which two machines, each employing thouulations will prevail as prevail at all first-class bushels. Three years ago, when I visited
sands of pieces, and started them ont of
hotels. Like them, the management will re- Northern Iowa, I could buy plenty of wild onoe tended to render the day rollicking
the yard
under steam in exactly two
tain the right to discriminateagainst objection- praine laud for $5 per acre. The same laud is and riotous.
_
able boarders and visitor s. There will be now selling for $20 and $30, and the price is
It was formerly the custom, and is still hours and fifty-five minutes,
plenty of reception rooms for the entertain- marching straightto $50. There are a great
the practice in some of the small viUages Thb Detroit and Bay City District
ment of the guests' company,and the same mauiy farms in Central and Bonthernlo
LOWS
rules will be enforcedfor the preventionof worth $75 per acre. Do you ask me which is of North Germany, to commission a per- Council of the Patrons of Husbandry
disagreeable ooourrenoes in the hotel as are the richest State in the Union ? I answer, Iowa. sonage known as Knecht Rupert, oor- held its annual meeting at Orion recentenforced at all first-class hotels, and the same Bhe has no waste land, but few lakes, no moun- responding with our Santa Claus, to dis- w and elected the followingofficersfor
steps taken fof checking them. ,It is sufficient tains,
• no ,barren ridges. Bhs has 30,000,000
» k Ann i tribute all the presentsmade bv parents the ensuing year : Master,
A.

•

.

to say that the same social supervisionwill obtain in the Women’s Hotel as obtains in any
really good hotel— -no more and no less. Tho

.

, OOO

•

1

W.

the ollildrei1- bisguiKd
Sft aToM
by a maak, wearing menniwuB flaxen
same Business exactitude will be observed. worth in tha market, in le*8 than twenty-five beard, clad in a long white robe, and
Quests will be expected to be certain and years, an average of $60 per acre ; or the farm- shod in tall buskins, Knecht Rupert
land of the State will
$i,8Wh000,000-weilt from house to house, was received

DiB^j Oreneer, M.

scriptural

teaching that “Christ if the true light
which snail lighten every man that cometh into the world,” and the “ Light of
Lights” promised in the prophedee to
the Gentiles, the Christmas, or Yule
festival, was also called by the early
Christians “The Feast of Lights/’
In the anoient days of both the Western
and Eastern churches (and to the preseqt in the Church of Rome) large and
highly-ornamented wax-candles are
burned in the Christmas celebration.
Ont of this custom, most probably,
grew the introductionof the Yule block,
dog or log, in the rural districtsof England, after the Christian religionhad

become established.
Exoept in chnroh observances, the

there

nse of the Christmas candle is now obsolete. The Yule log, for the fire of
Christmas eve, in many portions of England and Scotland, is still gathered
early in autumn and preserved for the
purpose, or, in its stood, when the log
or block cannot be obtained,an enormous lump of coal is laid by for the occasion and purpose: The same custom
prevails in certain sections of Virginia
and other of the Southern States, the
inhabitants of whioh are of English
descent. This was notably the ease in
the rural districts of Eastern Virginia
during the existence of slavery. The
preservationof the block for the “ backlog ” of the Christmasfire was a matter
of no small concern with plantationnegroes; and white boya and black extemporizedChriatmascannon of large,
dry loga of wood, drilling holes in, and
charging them with gunpowder, and
explodingby permission or ignition.
The first of these Christmas guns was
nsnally fired off at midnight of Christmas eve : and from this time until morning, bad luok to the man, woman or

Delano,
Oxford; Treaenrer, O. K. Carpenter,
Orion; Chaplain, Mrs. J. S. Caulkms,
Thornville; Lecturer, Mrs. A Pearsoll, child in the vicinity who co aid not sleep,
Disco; Secretary, Hii»m Andrews, Orion. even amid the noises of battle.
The next quarterlymeeting will
be belt
ton to
-i11 ^
ducted on business principles. It is intended lands of all New England. I saw eighty wren I called for the children,and. after the on the first Tuesday of March next.
Weary Amid the Glitter.
of gronnd yesterday along the Burlington, strictestinvestigationinto their deserv
to help those who help themselves.
Cearlbb Cbawfobp, a young
A lady whose husband held one of
Cedar Bapids and Northernroad that I could ing dispensed gifts accordingly. Santa
about 18 years old, was instantly killed
hay. bought fonr yews
Claus, we all know, deports himself
the highest places in the Government
This year the owner raised 2,418 bushelsof j;**
KnoW h* i„ inviiti. near Richland, Kalamazoo county, last stood in her magnificent home attired
Caoutchouc-Makingon the Amazon.
week. He had been hunting with Mr.
We, and generally he is amiable, foreW- F Barrett 8nd jam«Bono«i,and they for her weekly reception. “ How gladNarrow paths lead from the hut
nhrnitf starting for horns When Or aw- ly would I give up all the finery, show
through the thick underbrush to the This seems an incredulousstory, but it is liter- ing of the shortcomings to which
ally true. The crops are not one-tenth bar- humanity is liable, but now and then . * fVmirrM ha wnnld riiifthiAannfrom and insincerity of this public place and
•olitary trunks of the India-rubber trees; vested here. Not one bushel of corn in 500 is I
«
I ford thought ns would BhiltniB gun from
vested here,
go back to tho rooms I lived in when we
and, as soon as the dry season allows, husked. The snow has fallen about six inches does not hesitate to leave a rod, in token the bottom of the wagon to the seat» aud
were first married. I would throw my
of
his
estimate
of
some
particularly
unthe woodman goes into the seringal with deep, and the farmers are waiting for a thaw.
in some way the gun caught and was dissilks and diamonds away and sit down
ruly
lass or ungovernable lad.
About
one-fourth
of
the
wheal
ii
thrashed.
a hatchet in order to ent small holes in
charged, the contents passing through
to my supper of chip beef and tea at
Two hundred car-loadswent to St Louis last
the bark, or rather in the wood of the
jl -J • |
week from this vicinity to be shipped to En- An Odd Little Story of Napoleon IIL
sunset, and afterwardstake a long, quiet
caoutchouctree, from which a milky- gland, via New Orleans. The north and south
The Grand Lodge of colored Masons walk witn Will, and rest on the stamp
white sap begins to flow through on railroad lines in Iowa are transportingimmense
It was a good many years ago, and all at Jackson, last week, elected the followin the moonlight and tell my little plans
earthenware spout fastened to the inantitiesof wheat and floor from Iowa and
for the future, and what I had done
wound. Below is & piece of bamboo
every hour while he was gone, and know
down
the Mississippi.
which is cut into the shape of a bucket.
that we were alone in the world, living
In this way he goes from tree to tree
to become not long »fter and oontinne of Blissfleld; Secretary,B. W. Stewart,
only for each other. Those days seem
A Madman’s Freaks.
until, upon his return, in order to carry
till this day one of the brightestorna- 1 0f Cass; Treasurer, J. A. Freeman, of
like days in heaven. I work harder now
the material more conveniently,he beWilliam Cushman, a passenger on the ments of the lyric stage. She was ^nn Arbor; Lecturer, J. H. Ralston,of than any slave ; often 800 calls to return
gins to empty the bamboo buckets into fast line west over the Pennsylvania honored with an imperial command to Kalamazoo;Chaplain, Wm. S. Powers,
in a single week, receptions or parties
a large calabash. The contents of this road, became deranged on tho cars, and,
sing at the Elysees, where she fascifiatedof NileB. genior
Deacon,, S._________
A. Stewart,
- --------,
every night ; see the same people, hear
are poured into one of those great turtle as the train was passing Carney’s sta- the Emperor, who, sending for her, fa- 0f Adrian; Junior Deacon, J. B. White,
the same talk, eat the same things, come
sheila which on the Amazons are used tion, forty miles east of Pittsburgh, he vored her with an audience in the presof Cass; Stewards, J. A. Dangel, of home disgusted,wonder what I am livfor every kind of purpose. He at once ran ont on the platform and made a ence of the brilliant assembly, praised
, , . Kalamazoo, D. Horse, of Jackson; ing for, where I will go when I die.
sets to work on the smoking process, desperate leap from the train, which her singing, and asked her in what way he pajggan* EH Lett, of Jackson; Marshal,
' Bettie, I must have Hon.
and Secsince, if left to stand long, the gummy was running at the rate of forty miles could be of assistance toher. The girl s jolm E< Williams, 0f Jackson; Standard
retary
here to-morrow ; I must get
particles separate, and the quality of the an hour. The madman escaped with a only thought was that this interview, gearor( Simeon Davis, of Ann Arbor.
their infinenoe ; yon must talk music to
India-rubberis hurt. This consists in tew slight bruises,and, when the oonthe Secretary,and you must ask Hon.
subjecting the sap, when spread out
i
about monolith; monolith is his
thin, to the smoke from the nuts of the
busmese portio
hobby.
Do your beat, I need their
Urncnry or Uanassa palm, which,
lage. It broke out m a building ad- help. So it is always. Help, infinenoe,
strange to say, is the only thing that will Carney’s,from which he sent a telegram but to ask it of you would be too prejoining Mansfield A Hoag’s grist mill, power— a smile in myf&ee, interest in
turn it solid at once. An earthenware to the Superintendent,
.
saying he liad sumptuous.” Tne Emperor encouraged and extending west swept nearly every- my manner, living a lie; feeding my
“ bowl without bottom,” whose neck has
“Come, what
m, can
. t I do to serve thing clean before ii The following soul on hoskp, "—Chicago 'Times' WosAjumped from the train to escape a party
____
aaid she,
been drawn together like that of a bot- of men aboard who wanted to shoot you?” he
repeated. “Sire.” said
are some of the losses : H. L. Isham ington Letter.
tle, forms a kind of chimney when him. The telegraph operatordid what “ talk to me some more.” The Emperor
loses four buildings, valued at $8,000, on
placed over a heap of dry red-hot nuts he could to quiet the man, bat in a short never was a brilliant conversationalist,
which there is no insurance ; Botaford A
Western Appropriations for 1878.
so that the white smoke escapes from time he became very violent, and, draw- and on this occasion had been rather
Son occupied one of them with a grothe top in thick clouds. The workman ing a revolver, forced the operator to va- less elegant and witty than usual. Not
The following are the estimates of the
cery, loss $500; the occupants of the
pours a small quantity of the white rich cate. The latter notified the fireman, understanding that she was in earnest,
Treasury Department for appropriations
others, John Luttrell
Johnthat will be needed the ooming year for
milk-like liquid over a kind °f light who ordered ont his force and attempted he took it into his head that the brilliant
Cloud, grocers, got their
wooden shovel which he turns with to capture the insane man. The latter, young prima donna was quizzing him,
buffer’ little loss, work on Western Government buildings,
quickness,in order to separate the sap however, held possession, threatening and thereafter she was always in Mb bad
harbor and river improvements, etc. :
A. Engle, building, loss, $1,000 ; no inas much as possible. Then he passes to shoot the first one that entered until books.
the Ciutoxi Howe and Bub-TreMurj at
surance. C. D. Hopkins, grocer, loss ForChicego
..... ......
$500,000
it quickly through the dense smoke daylight, when he set fire to the signalCustom
HoueeriEvanaville. ................ 45,000
on building, $1,000; on stock, $500; no
Pins.
above tho little chimney, turns it about tower and was forced to jump from the
Qrand B*pld* Pontofflce. .....
47,000
The quantity of pins now produced insurance. E. C. Chapman, grocer, loea Llnooln (Neb.) Court Howe. ............... 10,000
several times, and at onoe perceives the window to escape the flames. He was
daily in England is said to be 50,000,- on building, $500; en stock, $400; no in- BL Louie OaatomHonM...,.* ..............600,000
milk take on a grayish-yellowcolor and instantly captured.
Bock Islend Arsenal (thia include* the com-,.,
000, of whioh Birmingham produces surance. T. Slosher, loss on building, pletlonof tha present projected whopt and
turn solid. In this way he lays on skin
$600;
no
insurance.
The
building
was
general maintenance) ........ ........... 699,100
37,000,000,leaving some 13,000.000to
after skiu^itil the ^India-rubberon
The Last
London, Warrington, Strond, and Dub- occupied by P. M. Farnsworth, mocer, IndlanapoUa AraenaL ....................... 8,100
each mcM0s two or three centimeters
Two widowers were onoe condoling lin. where the articleis also made. The whose loss was slight G. Cheney, fJrtMadi*£$2U) harbor
” m|000
thick, ancr'nd considers the plancha
••.•••••••••a
together
on their recent bereavement of weight of wire consumed annually in the building,$1,200; no insurance. Sher- BnrWon hiu-bcrl7.
done. It is then cut upon one side,
wood Brothers occupied it as a meat Mnrto^fooenia oppeto
ftnd trien(la 01

be
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The deeUive event in the war in Bui*

Mk'HIUAN,

•>y

the side of Saragossa, Sebastopol, Stras*

burg, and Kars, was by
rious, for

its

no means

more than four months. Numberless

assaults have been repelled with heroism;

hunger, fatigue, and exposure have b£en

endured. Two

of appalling ruag*

battles

each

nitude have been fought, and in

U{e

defenders have iuttlctfdlterrible defeat

D

Fallwater, Wigan-

•

Snow;

Green
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selected

Inquire at the

Transcendent,Hyslop, Mar.ngo,

.

.

4 to 5
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5to7 “

Near

-

.

95c

$2' i

40c
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Each. Hundred.
feet high .....................41^. ^ yo
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Peaches.
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.

„

Each. Hundred.
feet... .
gio 00
'* 4 to 5 •* extra
selected trees .................
1500

“
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One year from bud,

.

8 to 4

"

Depot.

l«c.

Scientific American.
1 THITY-THTBDYEAR. v

vosi

FOB SAXE.

TOMrtPS asj&r

mm me pm

Lot 9, Block F, Lot

Block O, What Addition $176
Lot ft, Block 11, South West
Addition $176 each. Lotal,$,3,i 6&8in Block
organized plat near the d. L. 8. depot at
! . ?,ch* ”c*Pt Lota 1 A t which are $800 each.
Fiw* avenue at $126 each. The
?w !
Jibe !old for • atnall payment down. Air*
r
#nd u' ,n B,ock
f
^ 1* 8 •H > I® Block H. The a\>ove wUl
be sold on long 'credit and small payments down.

*

$8.50

1

Foater,

hearing.

plish. For, though the capitulationhas
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A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

end of a great battle,
would have resulted os did

taken place at the

that battle

r

TATE,

Judge of Probate

those which went before it If the defen-

a

Osman

who

Bartlett,
Sheldon,

splendidengraringJ, re^emfug "e
neweat Inveniiona and the moat recent Advwices
in the Arta and Sciences j including Mechanlcrand
Eng nearing,Steam Engineering, Railway, Mining,
Civil,Gas and HydranficBagineerincrifin .n-C
Iron, Steel And Work: Chemistry

Lawrence,
Buffam.

DOLLAR A YEAR.

Agriculture, Horticulture, the Home, Heidth, Medi-

Dwf. Pears.

0

*^trooom ^ete

8c

*nce*

History, Geol-

„

.

.

.

S

.
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HERALD

ius of the

on

all sides.

'

The gen-

Turkish commander had in a

is

and have the largest establishmentin tbe world.
Patents are obtained on the best terms. Models of
Satisfaction guaranteed or no pay. Conv*
new Inventions and Sketches examined, and adand see the FUR
Ohio Beauty. Yellow Spanish,Black Morrcllo,
vice free. A special notice Ie made In the ScienEnglishMorrello.
Uflc American of ail Inventionspatented through
’
*
this Agency,with the name and residence of the
Each. Hundred. Patentee. Public attention ia thna directed to the
One year, 8 to 5 feet ................ 25c. $-20 90
merits of the new patent, and sales or introduction
Twovears. 6 tofifeet,.^ ....... .. 40c. 33 uo often effected.
I manufacture myself and will sell goods
2 and 3 years, 8 to 8 feet, extra ..... 75c.
Any person who has made a new discovery or inlower than any other House in the city*
vention, can ascertain, free of charge, whether a
patent can probably be obtained, by writing to the
Orange, 3* feet.
......................
We. each. nnderelgnrd.Addreaa for the paper, or concerning
MUNN « CO.,
Angers, 2^ feet.... .....
..
Reas' Mammoth, 2X feet.,.............'.'50c! “
87 Park Row, New York,
Branch Office, Co. F A 7th Sts., Washington,D. C.

lilies, inflictedupon tbe

Elton,

• POLITICAL NEWS,

far the

.

Bchipka pass and invade Rnmilia.

giving recipes for practical dishes, hints for making clothing and for keeping up with the latest
fashions ft the lowest price. Letters from our

ONE DOLLAR

Nothing baa prevented the grand duke
from making this movement but the dan-

.

if

wing of

There Is

YEAR

A

“
’•

4 to 5 feet,

bto6
8 to 7

“

..

.

to

the

ing against the overwhelming force

home and abroad, togetherwith

a

Story every

which

Each. Hundred.
.. 10c. $8 00

of Plevna will liberate. There la no paper in the world which containsso
ranch new* matter every week as tbe Weekly Herald,
Within a week the seat of war will be whiehUaent,pottage free, for One Dollar.Yon
mar subscribe at any time.
transferred to the south side of the BalTHE NEW YORK HERALD
in a

H. Meyer & Co.

Inna,

SEWING-MACHINES:

—

Each. Hundred.
...........
|4o 00

Cherry,

weekly form,

/

ly that tbe Turks will attempt

much

fur-

$1

60

$8 U>

is

Broadway * Ann

thut the Russians will miss an opportunity

what they want without further
bloodshed and expenditure, should such
opportunity offer. The presence of the
grand duke's army in the neighborhood

Houghton seedlings............. $1 50

$8 00

any other kind, all

or

Raspberries.

.

St..

Lawton Blackberry ................ too
Kitt&tlnna Blackberry............. 8 00
Wilson’s Early Blackberry ......... 4 00

Haw York.

Lowell Nurseries.

$075
,'180
,,.,160

lie

sealed now without a European

FRUIT-TREES.

complicationsmay

YI^K

wish io annonnee to the people of Holland,
all Fruitgrowerson the Lake Shore, that
underonr stock of trees and vine* for spring sales can-

atandingthere is no knowing what

new

arise.

use

more

postal

cards than any other nation.

not be excelled in their vigorous healthy growth and

sound well ripened wood; and while we ate very
thankful fer their liberalpatronage, we shall spare
no effort to retain their confidence In the fntnro.
After an experience of sixteen years in grow

and

It is always a pleasure to recommend •
good article, especially one that so If
Ably sustains its reputation as does
Kino's New Ditmery for Consum
Coughs and Colds, being perfectly re
in eveiy respect. A severe cough or a
neglected cold yields readily to its wonderful power. By it the worst cases of
Asthma and Bronchitisare cured in the
shortest time possible. Consumption and
Cough worn patieou will remember this
femedy is guaranteed to give Imniediate
relief. Dr. King's New Dixxmry is pleasant to the taste and perfectly harmless,
ffyon value your existence you cannot
afford to be without It. Give it a trial.
Trial bottles free. For sale by Wm. Van
Pullen, Holland, City, Michigan.

grown here, we are with thla experience, selecting
and cnltlvatlng such varieties as wy believe are
beat adapted for cultivation in this State.

We are also teating and have frnlietf most of the
new varietiesof Frnlt that arc now claiming popular fetor, of which a number promise to be valwe are yeariy adding to onr Hat aneb
we believewill prove profitable to
Fruitgrowers;nnd will ruraUh them to our catuable, and

m

tomers at veiy reasonable prices. :< 'i

/f

•»l

We believe that Fruit trees grown in this State
will endure transplantingbetter, make a better
growth, and make better orchard trees, than will
those broughtfrom a distance.
And

besides this, in planting out

home grown

stock, the ezjrfnse and porilsof distant transportation will be avoided. Having this faith In the real

valne of home grown trees and plants, we ire
making every effort to grow all the stock needed
for onr own trade.
Our yrotdnff stock

now covers over

forty acres

nnd is yearly Increasing, yet when an unuana) de-

The largeststock of dress goods we ever mand la made for some particnlar variety It aomeimported it on our shelves now. We also tlmca becomesexhausted, when we purchaseto suphave an enormous variety of Woolen ply the deficiency so far as we can, bat only from
Seiiffs and Nubias, which must be sold reliableanrserymen.
oefore

New

Years, at
P.

Wi

have

Mr. George Bouter and his brother, F. Soater,
and all orders

& A. 8TEKETJBE.

• beautiful tyrup,

which

stock.

a

|

!
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STEKETEE.

her Boots Sc Shoes we have
P. & A.

Is

wljl solicitorders foi Q«r Block,
paiccd in their hands, wo
ability.
•*»»“/•

a very

large

8

,

wHTeapplyto oar

43-8*

$500

Joslin&Breyman, Lxtia Lunches prepared at
all

H

“ ““

2 to

8

4

feet

“

’•

* to
4 toft

.....

Ob am» Rapids, Mich.

A Large and Fine

“

•“

•’

—

.

;

60c.

.....

.

— OF—

00
60 00

....

Watchmakers $ Jewelers

SCOTCH PINK.
3 to 4 feet,

twice transplanted. ...

••

4lo5
5 to 6

“once
•*
»*

“
•*

BALSAM

“ “./

2 fret,

60c.
75c.
1 00
25c.

Silver

J
.

“

HEMLOCK SPRUCE.
3 feet,

fine for

Hedges... ..

WHITE CEDAR.

50c.

25 00

60 00
10 00

7?

MADE FOH CASH ON

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

'

40 00
18 00

**

DKCIDUOU8 TREES.

“

European mountain ash.fi to

“
American

very heavy sab

8

feet 50c.

8

to 10

“

“0 00

MOO

no
ftto8 .** 50c.
Weeping mountain ash. flue.......l On
4 yre very heavy A bushy 3 0»
wdlow kilmarnock ........ i on
l

40 00

*•

“

v

JUNIPER.

inches high, transplanted. .». .. . toe.
*» rooted Inyere....... 20c.

“

HEROLD,

E.

A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infants'
shoes for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'swear.

.

twice trauaplunted ...... 1 00
inches for hedges..........
15c.

llbAVIN
10

at

,

to 8 fret,

12 to 18

18

SHOES
—

twice tran-planted. hoavv,

bushy and

fl

Ware.WatcheflSocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

75c.
25c.

&,

Juat roceivod

5oc.

*»

BOOTS

DEALERS IN

FIR.

tjansplanted twice,.

3
“
Winches

**

ItTEW stock;

AUSTRIAN PINE.
J

88-8m

..

twice transplanted..;.

3 feet,

hours.

WM. LIECHNER.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

24,

187T.

Peddlingmachines with wagonshaiboenabolishud
for the simple reaton that tba pricew of machine*
aie too low to admit of any expense In that wav
Call in and get bargains.

•

“

Notice of Oomminioaen on Olainu.
E.

P'Mtefi ..........................50c.
40 00
European Larch 12 to 18 Inches... 10c.
600
Sweet Chestnut 5 to 8 feet, traneplanted
..............«c.to40c.
Catalpa, 5 to 8 feet, ...............50c. to $1 00.

...

Donwe Wiersma.deceased. The unaerslgnedhav-

having

“

Mdred; Awwinw;

Yellow

***•'’ Herboeou,

beat

Holuhp,

sTp^r
SitlSIifh „FvUle’

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.

E
JAS. D.

fro® the

ptei

DEUYKUY.
Lowell, Kent

Co.,

Mich.

'

41

--w

I

Mich., Sept.

AT

1,

HEROLD.

1877.

Gre#t clu,Dce to nreKe

money. If

-

everv town 16 take snbscrintton!.
for tbelargcst. cheapest and best Illustratedhunitr
ju.d,fe of|P»obate,toall persons publication In the world. Any ons can become *
snccetsful agent. Tbe most elegant work* of art
given free to subscribers.Tfcf pries ta so low
thnt almost everybody subscribe*.One agent re
ports making over $150 in a week. A lady agent
u*. reports taking over 400 subscribersIn ten days,
of All who engage make money feel. Yoncan devote
*• nil yoar time to tbe baelnesa,oronly yonr spare
*».nd \,x 1,lllon,h,

Dated, November 18th A.D. 18#.

HUSTED,

US.

-to:-

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoi.iAitD. March

new American ..... 1 00
American Elms,# to 8 feet. ^ .... 40c.
European Larch 4 to 5 feet Trans-

CALL AND SEE

Fall Iciae of Gold Feas*
— ^

IveaK

FROM PalOK LIST WILL

Free Lunch every Morning.

To 00
10 00
10 00

Each. Hundred,
.......J5c
$10 00
........95c.
15 00
twice ....... 40c.
80 00
8timea. ... «0c.
40 00
.. i* .^..41 00
60 00

12inche(< transplanted .

also most of the popniar varieties of Frnit

varieties

....*150

..........

ing Fruit and Frnlt Trees In Michigan, and carefully 18 inches,
studying Its wonderfulvarietyof soil and climate,

A Pleasant Duty.

The ^aestgRestaurant

NORWAY SPRUCE.

'.J

The United States now

& Co’s

Ornamental Stock.

T' and

standing, and in establishing that under-

.

Kent County, Mich.

ranged dirtctlybetween the saltan and
the czar. The questions at issue cannot

MICHIGAN.

for sale

20 00

Wilson ..............
Col. Cheney .................
Kentucky ...............
Green Prolific.

nent conditions of peace will never be ar-

H Meter

at

• .

1000

Hundred. Thousand.

the sultan's desire to treat, hut the perma-

cheap

GRAND RAPIDS,

STRAWBERRIES.

to gain

of Adrianople would stimulatepowerfully

Mo. 68 Canal Street.

Howe, and American,

...

NEW YORK HERALD,

no reason to believe

White,

St. John,

Doolittle,black ......................
. 00

Address,

ther resistance in their present enfeebled
condition, and there

•

[RAFT

3D
-AT-

WM. LEICHNER

Weed, Grover & Baker,
Doz. Hundred

Gooseberries.

.

ALWAYS

Singer, Victor,

Verealliaise,

_

OlsT

Wheeler & Wilson,

.v v .
Hnn. Thous’d
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
best red raspberry ....... %i 0u $15 00
3100
Papere
publishing
thla
prospects
withont
being
and the seat of war be transferredto the
15 00
authorized will not necessarilyreceive an' ex- Mammonth cluster,black ........... 2 no
council chambers. It does not seem like- change.
Davison’s Tboroltsa, black .....
.. i ou
'
liress his earnest desire to treat for peace,

18

$1 00 each.

.................

White Dutch, White Grape,
Red Dutch,
Black Naples.

tiie capitulation

kans; unless, Indeed, the sultan should ex

'

each.

Currants.

SPORTING NEWS
at

The Celebrated

Wilder, Martha.
.

43-Sm.

— — AT'

........ 25c.

v

............

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Christmas Presents

Grapes.

page devoted to all the latest phases
of the bus ness marktta,Crop*, Merchandise.Ac., One year....
Ac- A valuable feature is found In the specially
reported prices and conditions of
Delaware,
a

CANAL STREET. 60

60

PINE

Very strong vines tranaplanted.

Concord,Ives Seedlings ........

THE PRODUCE MARKET.

czarowitz, he can have no hope of prevail-

L „

Each. Hundred.
transplanted ...........aoc. 118 00
85c. 24 00
extra ...... 35c. 32 00

While all the news from the last lire to theDK J yens growth ........
Lady, one years growth
that general could effect covery of Stanley art to be found In the Weekly
Herald, due attention ie given
'

nothing against the right

patents.

“.

Agawam, Salem,

on his flank. The
attempt of Suleiman Paaha against Tiraorabaa apparently already come to a
ger of leaving Plevna

n

.

........

standstill;and

a*

.

Plevna, tbe main body'Of the army of the Faria and London correspondentson the very
Borne Department of the
a Grand Duke Nicholas will press forwart
to tbe

.

Sweet Chestnut.

Weekly fiirraW will save the housewifemore than
one hundred tlmei the price of the paper,

HUBER-

HI.

•

THE HOMS,

Turks. Set free from

disastrous to the

t

Quinces.

nr

most important of the war, will be

MANUFACTURER,

__

•aggeetiohsfor keeping buildingsand farming
utensilsin repair.Thi* ia supplementedby a well
edited department,widely copied,under the head

Tbe result of this event, which is by

»

r,

THE FARM DEPARTMENT

enemy.

Purple, Early Richmond, Gov. Wood.
Knckport, May Duke

Early

the Weekly Berald gives the latest as well as the
tion; and that his soldiers were worthy of moat practicalsuggestions and discoveries relating
their commander is shown in the terrible to the dnUea of the farmer, hinta for raising Oattlv.
Poultry. Grains, Trees Vegetables, Ac.. Ac., with

armed with Yankee

on short notice.

Cherries.

given a faithfulreport of

of

•laughter which they,

ing to the latest style

‘

fortnight rendered the place impregnable. embracingcompleteand comprehensivedupatchea
from Washington, includingfull reports ut the
Entirely unaustained by his chief, he speeches of eminent poilticUnson the questions
showed the same masterly ability in de- on the hour.

fending Plevna that he did in its fortifica

al-

tered aud repaired, accord-

.

'

the moat valuable newspaper In the world, as it is
tbe cheapest.

Every week

At very low figures. Furs

4

<

THE WEEKLY

FTTRS

8 “

Plums.

command it

enstom made

1

OlNE

2

which

of

76c.

„

fa

FURS! FURS!
A nice large stoCk

rendered Plevna

crests of the two ranges of hi

HOWARD.

high, fine ...............
*a2.' ”“$45^
8 to 7 feet, heavy trees ............
60 00

Clapp’s Favorite,
The circulation of thla popular newspaper has Osband Summer,
^he most va.uable practical papere, by eminent
j-o strong, and his work was done in an
Louise Bonne,
more than treblwd during the past rear. It con Buffam,
writers In all department*of Science, will be found
Dutchesse,
Beurre Diel.
amazingly short space of time. Toward Ulna all tbe leading news containedin the Daily
nthe ScientificAmerican; the whole presented
aud ia Arranged io bandy department*,
.
Each. Hundred. n popniar language, free from technical terms, 11tbe end of July, when the Russians crossed i ne
ustrated with engravings, and so arranged as to
3 and 3 years, 8 to 4 feel, fine, .... 86c. $2.6 00
4 to 8 ’* extra. ... 60c. 40 00
Interestand Inform all classes of readers, old and
the Danube at Sistova, Osman wag in comFOREIGN NEWS
voung. The ScientificAmerican Is promotlveof
mand at Nikopolis. Compelled to aban- embraces special dispatches from all qnartereof
knowledge and progreM in every community where
the globe, together wnh unbiassed,faithful and
t circulates. It should have a place in even famidon that point, he fell back with his arWiid Goeee, Canada Egg, Washington,
hr, Reading Room, Library, College or School.
UwtaS'of * °f lhC SrC&t War 1U Eur°l,e- Un* Lombard, Yellow Egg, Red Egg.
Terms, $3.20 per year, $1.80 half year, which inmy upon Plevna, and when the Russians
German Prone, Jefferson, Duanee Purple,
‘AMERICANNEWS
clndM prepayment of postage. Discount to Clubs
reached the vicinity of that city less than
Shrophahire Damaon, Winter Damson, Green Gage. and Agents. Single copies ten cents. So '
are given the TelegraphicDespatchesof the week
. a,
,
Each. Hundred. Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to I
two weeks afterward, they found it sur- from all parte of the Union. This feature alone
4 tofifeet,good trees..i..i,,
...... 50c. $1000 CO.. Publishers^ Park Row. New York.
makes
rounded by a continuous line of redoubts,
5 to 7 *- selected ...... .......... 75c. 60 00
!n connectionwith the Sclen-

covering the

to,

M. D.

5 to 8 feet

Pasha the

Russiansfound an opponent of no mean
nbility.It was he

Apply

Tyaon,

reduced by hunger to
which they could make no

conditionin

Madeleine,
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Vicar,

ders bad not been

effectualresistance.In

Osband’a Summer,
FlemishBeauty,
Beurre de Aujon,

large Firat
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IX IBS WOULD,
A YEAH; INCLUDING POSTAGE.
WEEKLY. M NUMBERS A YEAR.
4,000 BOOK PAGES.

ONLY

upon the assailants. Bat in spite of the And it I« further ordered, that said petitioner give
15c.
utmost heroism and endurance, the end notice to tbe person* interested In said estate,of Early Crawford,Late Crawford, Barnard.
the pendency of Mid petition and the hearing
Hills Chill,
must come at last, and starvation lias done thereof by causing a copy of this order to bo pub- Smock, 1
Stump World, Beatrice,
Ushed in the “Hollandcity News,* a newspaper
what the enemy’s , storming parties ana printed and circulated in said County of Ottawa, Old MIxhn, Susquehannah, Jacques lUrcHpe, THS, S^IKNTinc AMERICAN
AmdcnsJune. Alexander^ 30 cents.
siege guns and trenches could not accom- for three successive weeks previous to said day of
.
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Coral <t Whitneys,No. 20.
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Grain and all kinds of Ftodnee.

20 00

Improved Crab Apple.

MontrealBeauty
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; HOCKS,

SwdetT

high, fine trees, ........ ^l«c

4 to 6 feet

5to7

®8t8tc of Cfngenas

On readlnginffflltngthe pemion. duly vcrlfleri,
or Annenn J. HlUebrauda,adjrnJnfetratorofwild e»tatc, reDreovntlag that Mid estate la now in a con
nltlon for final eettlemeiUand praying that a day
may be appointedfpr examining hi* final njceuut.
Ibat aald acconnt may be allowed and be' dLcnarged from further trust. TliereuponH’U ordered, that Thursday the tenth day of January
“tone o’clock in theaflernoon.be
assigned for
the hearing of said petitionand that the heirs at law
of the said deceased,and all other person* lnuareated in aald estate, are requiredto appear
!£ A "•Mkm of Mid Court, then to be holuMt at
the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, In said
county, and show cause, if any there be, why the
prayer of the petitionershould not be granted:

them on every side,

i»criof force, Investing

^

Apples. .,j; /(J;,
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Tahnan Sweet,

inglo-

defenders were dying of hun*

ger, and had held out against a vastly su*

.’of

Fliplt* decfa»edtCT°*
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Grimes Golden, Keswidk Codlin, Strawborry,

one thousand eight hui.dred and feyeoty-aeven,
Present:
ent: Samuil L.
f,. Ta:b;
T\:*, Judge of
of Probate/

which will take u worthy place in history

/
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A splendid stock of best market variftiui.

JWJftol

come at last;
BWM OF
>.:
IMevna has capitnlated after a hard ^ght,
:n which GhaflOsman himself was wound*
Uty of Grand Haven, in aald County, on Frl';d. The fall of this Bulgarianstronghold, day the ^eveath day of September, in the-yeur
earia, so long awaited, liaa
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'A’CAYRhiLS bcen discovered near Wyt|ie- pwtyle. Dlklntains a rfacVlbnu! coinage of
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a thornuirk overhauling.

BjJK V»-. which

is

coLuas/asr.

said, iq extent, grid IFAOQQ.QOO.

feeylfc to rival the Mammoth cave of
^oitm a fire occurred on Friday, morn- Kentucky.
' Bf an order froraThe PotUnaster-Gener*
.fH^Uthe
mail messengers will hare to
to*
'§ Otspgo, [Alf&wfco.,
;IH
A
strange..
aniimd
iiti
prowling
iaround
full particulars of which will be ftmod od
y^ppear hi uniform after the J5th lust
Beautiful All Wool Beaver Shawls at
BeautifulMattalesse Dress Goods only
Stuifleld township, ftatou couuly^j.Michi, i jy )vo{ irm
nwH rrfff
$4.00r
• tn * hu tada/ift
22c per yard.
ii
killing hogs and sheep and keeping, amall ,ii,“An, parsim,.! wish J could carry my
HI A
. • f1]^ ~i’
irfi i ' >') U'»
'
gold with me,*1 Mid a dying man to his
Mu.P^PfauatiehlIntendK to mil; his boys iu nights.
10,000 Yard# oT standard Prints, war5,000 yards Fine Alpacas, in Dark Cloth
wl
pnshu*.
was the consol- Shades; 15 cents. > <
- >•:} n/
saw and shingle mill all tolntar,if the
ranted fast colors, 5 cents per yard. Good
Thk Kansas Pacific railroad sold during ing
weather permlia, an^ 'ia 'getting out the
Canton Flannels 8 cents.
Splendid Assortment of ' Ladles’ and
the mpnih of OcUibCr ihirtyfourtbmwaml
requisite timber. ..
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Mr. Hofstra, after harjbg been here Children Worsted Sacques, Nubias, Fahey
amount of Hoods and Scartk.

the

We

several weeks, and sold a great

ready made clothing, has
at Muskegon.

left for his

the

at itb'Jfup1 Mich., Doc. 13, 1877:

home

week,

large In-

ents which we offer at very Jdw prices.
Beautiful line uf Kid Lined Gloves', Cas-

Splendid qualify bf Ladles', Misses’,

,

^Canada

J

Bllll.

received during last

voices of Goods suitable for Holiday Pres-

tor Gloves* Clot hjGlovea^, and Gauntlets,
parlies iuteroetedin shipping in all sizes and all grades.
•
. •*,
Willie Criddle, Mis tydia Augell, Egbert are bestirringthemselvesto have the Do

office’

>d

’is

'

to the west was

Etsi of leueb' remaining1, in the Post

11

scliOjner Wollin

looks a^ though

(or eaiigration

ratm

pile, a aliver striklng

iilm on the corner of hia right eye.

Tub

This

acre^'of land.

Dn. F. 8. I^jd^boef; caipe hear losing prospect
an eye on .Tuesday )*$»> while exercising

Children’s and Gent’s

Merino Underwear,

50 cents.

Furs cheaper than ever, ! Handsome
dfW’.Ifl!UJ *M
minion Government build a harbor of
Just received. A handsome lot of
.
^nif.si^M.
[Vbrbkbk,
P.
M.
Alaska
setts, $8. ? Good quality Mink
have been changed so oflM feoentiy, tha^ I
refuge somewherein Pigeon Bay, this side
;
. Krtf UlNS>» h'.. ’
Ladies’
Silk Handkerchiefs, suitable for
setts, $8: Splendid line of Children's
it is hard to say whtlt will be dqpp. witii *
of Point au I’elea.
A:;piuow auolher .young man has done
' .
holiday
presents,
86c each.
FUrs.
lier yet,
it Whatf Wem; and got married: Mr.
A new manufacturing enterprise which
v
i L<ii».i .
i Children’sFancy Wool Hose, In great
The Kansas Colony investigation com- Jacob Van Zoereu, with «aA>m, we have is projected in flariford, Conn , is a facElegant quality Silk Handkerchiefs in
mittee is nxpoqled buck home on Wednes- not been able to asccnnin as yet. Mr. tory for the production of. glass burial groat variety, at75c; »old elsewhere lor variety, 10c a pair. Splendid assortment
of Ladles’ and Misses’ Woolen *'nd Merino
day or Thursday or next week. Up to Van Zoeren is of the firm of .Butkau & caskets. An effort is being made to o/- *1.00.
!-.•
Hosiery.
rAffiu Zoereu.
•
f7'»
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the time of going to press we, have received
ganlee a company for the purpose.
Bargains in Black and colored Cash
no writing iroin them at this office.
A sAxduiNR Texas paper says: “By
Duncan Robertson, of Grand Haven, mores,' Black Alpacas, MattalesseDress We have made very extensive preparathe year 19U0, at the present rate of immition for the Holiday Trade, and our stoetc
The people at t)reiUIie have made nr
has commenced to build a new vessel at Goods, Kulckerbopker Goods. The largest
gration, TexasNvill, (lave a populationof
will be found one of the moat complete in
rangementswith the post-office at VriesLoutll’s shipyard for Cutler, Savage & Co. nud cheapest stock of. Dress Goods in
ten millions of people, two, railroads to
the city.
land, Mich., to have their mail
,‘w" rH'",0SUB l“ The vessel is to be fitted out with the rig- Grand Rapids.
----...trri.ri rui.iii.piwu„,i .....
i, 7
dhe Pacidc, and be ramlfled with broad
carried ragularly, and have appointedMr^
ging of the schooner Kate Howard, lost at
Customers will please bear in mind that
and narrowgaugo roa(R,»1
/. D. Everhard to distribute the same.
Michigan City this fall.
Special Bargains in goods suitable for we have strictly One Price. Our Goodu
beach t^tiis

writjpg. ' Hqiyever,' pl»jus

;
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the Holiday trade.

The catpeoleft are building a new cooOn Monthly inofning rn^the examlhaperth op for Mr. Dafihof, in close pruxlni]
tiona will be commenced in the Union
hf toMr. Ort’s law office, (Wonder if,
School, and will be continued through*
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best wishes.

are pushing work

on their new building,and will
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be
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from, for a constant run will soon deplete
the novelties.
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news from Franco Indicates

Got. Canal and Bronson Street,
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little runaway on Tuesday last
came very near killing our townsman,
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whose

business.
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All our goods are

:

this

DEALER IN

will

'

no doubt, advertisis* his skill very

effectually,

On Thursday

last

Mr.

J..

Grand Rk^ids, Inspector

This week wo were shown an entirely

district; tif the State of

of

T.

The

Elliot, of

Oils for

this

Michigan, pounced

new lot of toys by Mr. Chas. A, Crandall, down ffpbu some of our citizens who had
of Grand Hafen, Mich.; who manufac- 'bought oil on the other side of Lake Michtures them himself; and his work proves igaqfjWbichwould uot stand the required
him to be one of the most accomplished test according .to our State Laws, and
turners we ever had the pleasure to meet. required them to ship back the oil and
The toys are also useful, and will perhaps depd him the shipping bills as proof of
thqli* atonement.This makes two scares
be offered to this public in » few days.

—

'-wg -'u 7-f-r,T:5T"‘ -j feihpuit leu dsyin-whfrinext?
An endless variety dt hojiday gdoAs cad
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et bears the

name

of a colored

man

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

J.

Of the neatest style* and best qualitieswhich I
•fer ohuupsrthan anybody eUe.

Ladies of the Episcopal society

at the

Rooms

card

I

ROOST & SON,

I will be pleased to aee all my oR
ere and as msny new onea as will favor
with a call

Makes Custom Work

'

Groceries,

;

Crockery,
Flour &

Specialty.

fancy work, dressed dolls,
tidies,

match and tooth pick holders, etc.,

ef

ow

Hats & Caps,

under Dr. Gee’s office, on.

receivers,picture frames,

..If

.

Dry Goods,

Saturday evening, Dec. 22ud. Refreshments will be furnished, also vocal and
instrn mental music. There will be for
sale, articles of

If

Where

will hold a fair and give an entertainment

Fe^d.

c

Etc., Etc.
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K.

VAN RAALTE.

etc.,

The Goods are

Those wishing to purchase Christmaspres-

CROCKERY!

ents will do well to give them a call.

special

bcu^

4r

Jj'.;.'

in.

PRICES ARE 10W,

From and after this date, 1
^tend to devote to this lineof

£

first-class
»

s;o:-

.
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I'lBnpV

Corner Ninth «m4 River Street.
I

as can-

* ......
We learn from reliable sources that a
Wk devote considerable space this week
be seen and purchased at Mr. Reldseina’iird
v
son of widow1 Jones, resldifig in the
furniture store, He is continually recelv- W extensive article about our City
northeastern part of pverljsel, about 14
ing new goods, but has made a
Mr. Arthur Mauger, who is
years or age, while out hwUog iu compaeffort UkUAer a line Of ell kinds oT
f,,roU^oalt$e‘ country as the cele-
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A new Stock
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Burned oat by the late Wrt I bare re-opened; a
the eiore formerly occupiedby

negroes for office, instead of trying to put

didate for one of the aldermanlc scats.

goodly number of our citizens, which him considerably.
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STATO
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the democrats are nominating

“

tensive sign containing the photographsof

*j{

°

Fatten.
Boots and Shoes G. Van
•
|

In South Carolina,too, as well as Mississippi,

Our photographic artist, Mr. A. M.
bloody -shirt program. There is to be a
Burgers, presented our sanctum with a cow coming through the gate in a burry,
municipal electionat Charlestown in a
profile of our humble selves, as a sample and wearing a bell, scared the horse, who
few
days, and the regular democratictickof Ids work, he is now getting up an ex- took fright and started for his stable, close
hand, and Hu-owing Mr. B. out, hurting

-1

m?

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
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Moth". All fruitgrowers in

them back Into slavery, accordingto the
folks were not home, and by so doing ihe

at

‘

nm- aft*

o'clock

the Office of A. Vjsschcr,E.--q.

vicinity are invited to attend.

His sprightly express

ing a cow out of Mr. Josiin’s yard,

December, A. D. 1877, at
at

Codling

horse was stopped for the purpose of driv-

:

Customers, will please take notice of our system of doing

FruitgrowersAssoci-

to say that the

The subject for discussionwill be,

A

1

officers of the

lay of

Wny

Breyman.’

New

WURZBURG,

(be popular will of the nation,

requested us

P. M.

Secretary, C. Rooaennutd; Treasurer,

jeuyiry store. Call early if
you want to bt^ia large stock to pick Mr. 0.
Brey man’s

run irJT*

marked in plain figures from which there will be no deviation
icetingof the Holland Fruitgrowers As- under any circumstances,which eaves time, gives fair treatment to all. The above
rule will be carried out strictly to the letter.
liatlon will be held on Saturday, the 29
wloo

ition

goods we have ever seen offered for sale Wichers; Janitor, R Weertman*
at Joslio

r—A-

In the Village of Zeeland they have ac

—

be found

W.

F.

,
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i

in readiness fnr a public hall
all jtu„lly organized a Fire Department,on
days. The building is made ve rtLl urdsy last, under the name of “Zeeland
strong,* and will be able to stand any
Qy PUn
hion Fire Company.” The following ^
amount of jamming it is ever likely to re
re- flrvo
fleers were elected: Chief engineer, George
ceive. — .....
Blorn; Assistant engineer, B. Kamps;

to
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Just received a splendidline of
Cloaki, at greatly reduced prices. '

influence to induce him to do this.

upper floor

in this city are

]'

form r cabinet. The president’sbeat
friends from the Right had to exert their

roads, and ifa* general

desire is to have good sleighing.

the

The most beautiful atray of holiday

-

excelled.
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and has given M. Dufanre carte Nonefo to

in a few

9

;
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turers and for style and finish Cannot be

prices.

The

two

in

Our Cloaks afo from the best manufac-

offer at the lowest possible market

that President MacMahon has at last sue-

^•^Ileason of the year, and “pleasant over combed to

logg. We extend them our

we

manufacturersare extending their trade to
foreign

»,

chiefs,

with

fall business,

prices low. from sharp Competition.

“

the roadtere had,

good

a

cir-

button Kid Gloves, 50 cents per pair.'

Hand-made Sacques, Fancy Hoods,
greatest loss of any of the regiments.
Nubias, Gloves In great variety, Felt
Skirts, Fancy Furs for children and numThere are seventy-nineglass fnrnaces
in Pittsburgh and its vicinity, fifty of erous other Qmcy . articles especially
which are now in operation. The manu- adapted for Holiday (ireseuts, all of which

obtaining shavings for kindling.

iuwsuit between Sam’l Bliss

being the

fantry lost 932 killed In action,

which

plain figures from

Splendid assortmentof colors

Is cordially Invited

to attend.

marked in

large Invoices of Ladjes’ Silk Ties, Silk there will bo no deviationunder any
Handkerchiefs,Silk Bows, Plain and Em cumstances.

out the week, preparatory to the. holiday

vacation. The public

-

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.

^

ny with Mr. Jno. W. Viaacher,accidentL .
rurnUaidggvodibefaretheholldajs,which “ratc<1 '‘J,,ttlnK* by l1'® Wkyslde.” Of ally shot himself,by dragging hie- g^^jprtide the necessary attciltlOBj
_ j t_
t
non
FttP
)ia
Ii qq /in \r tv
U
Were never before excelled in this town as course, he has only written about those
G. VAN FUTTKN.
over a log with the muzzle towards hlWSfend will keep OH
a ComHolland, Nov. 1, 1877.
to beaty, fltaish and novelty, fchd will un* who were uillingto remunenite him for
the charge enteriug the abdomen andf * i
hit labor, and we would thereforeremind
breaking the spine. The poor lad died
pl«te stock of
Granite
our readers abroad that there are a vast
a lew hour*. This fuxniebea another les- and C. C. Ware.
Sale.
amount of enterprises liere which were
son for our young nimrodi, to handle fire
An attempt is being md* to clear off left untouched for the reason above stated.
liberal
to
/
'2
'Ol |f j.'J.,' i j ! ' j<.'
arms with more care.
the debt of the Third Reformed Church in
those who buy sets or in large f oreph Taylor, Complainant. ,1f
The Chicago Packing company, of Chithis dty, and we are told that a committee
John 8. Weldon, Defendant \
At on adjourned meeting of the Con*quantities.
has been successfulin getting the sub- cago, is unquestionably the banner conraon Council, on Wednesday evening laat,'
scriptionof about $8,000 in two days. cern of this kind in the world. On last
Yejlow
a petition was presentedfrom Star Hook
Now if that committeewould only keep Friday the company slaughtered over
A Ladder Company requesting the Coun- Ware in large supplies.
on and collect enough to erect some good eight thousand hogs: on Saturday, Sunday,
cil to procure a set of pike poles, also, the
Jannary, A. D. 1818, at one o’dock, h
G. J. vaarwerk.
factory, which would give work to our and Monday about the saipe number; and
closing up of the door communicntfog
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
idle men and paupers and thus relieve oar on Tuesday laat ten thousand. For the
with the fire engine room, aod^ asking
Stbck.yards
poor tax, they would do q “bigger thing” hogs purchased
the making of a small door in one of the
1
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amounted
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Shtpard, of Boston,
wanderings created quite astir, andcaught
have sent us three books, who sell for 60
deMereuqawarm, 4id found
cents per copy. The titles are: “That
them liable to flne and imprisonmentacWife of Mine”, “Just this Luck”, end
cording to the strict letter ol1 the law
“Ula own Master.” These books conati|ome of. those partial proceeded to Grand
tute some of their “Lucky Series”, and
Itapids on San*»., night and Tuesday
prove such interesting reading matter, that
morotej|.|o Iptwricw the coonhuted
the sales have been enormous, and it taxes
authuritna about their ii.blllliee and aa
the capacity of their presses to print them
far as we havelieard frora them, they will
fast enough. “That Wife of mine,” is
all be let off easy. This scare will unMessrs.

di,
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Irmnx

front doors of the Star Hook A Ladde

room, also for one new ladder in place of
the one burned at the late fire in

hotel

Kenyon’s

Block, all of which was referred to the

JAKES RYDER,

Proprietor.

Hook & Lad*
company also

ThU

hotel htf changed hand*,

and

will hftnec-

Company, which

latter

asked for their seven year
former waa referred to
the

latter

the

andlca t and earfe*t hotel for the

Uoilavd, Anynft 1,

Farm

No'. 1 presented their bill for Sjdaries as /

firemen, which amonnted tovJ$6ff25--re-y

Committee on

Fjre^

Dcpnr^/ *

weary traveler.
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were granted. Eagle Fire Co.

ferred to the

1

- .

to the

certificates, the

Committee, and

(so

am

1

quarter

certificates,as did also Star
der

*"d being to the umnty of Uttnwa.
Michigan, deacrlbad as follow*,to*wlt: Cotmnem tng at tbe center of Motion eleven (It), wbere the
qnnrter line cro»e« it, bdn| in the renter of 4h
Crand Haven Hoad (so-called), tbence north-ea*
1*4
erly along the center of Mid road elghty-one
X rod*, thena northerly along the Boynton
ton B'-x
. .u
-

committee on Fire Department. Eagle
Fire Co. No. 1 petitioned for their yearly
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1877. ,

1677.
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FammLn,

for Sale.

SmUinS ste For

and school bouse, at a bargain, 80 acres
kept in stock at L. T, Kanter’sbook store, ment. Several other bills were presented !
deubtedly prore a valuable leawn to dealof this land Is partiallyImproved. Also nnn R Ea*T 45 feet of Lot 5 In
and the other books can be obtained by for payment. Bills against the City are 40 acres of unimproved land In the Townbetween i. O. Dombarg'*
era in tobacco aud clgart, and Induce them
A A. Steketee’i General Store.
sending 50 cents to Lee & Shepard, Bm- now in order, the treaulrer having com ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
Inquire
11.
to be a little more careful iu the future.
M. D. HOWARD.
II
ton,
! menced collecting axe*.
Uolund. A pi 7,1877.
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OHRfeXMAS MEMORIES.

soon after saw a black obj

J1gS9>x'U
too

X droiray trlsioo throughth>Xftg„Mw.,
Of a rag doll ftud • woolly dog.

,,

agio nra.
OhrUtmaa

and minoe plea,
Leaa fog and clearer aklea.
treea

amd arm.
Dandng-pumpa and flowing curia.
Incipienthope with baby^lrla.

agio

mr.

After the holldaya going to achool—
AwfullyJolly—no more home rule.

AQKD rOCBTMK,

Home

the holldaya with the track

for

Of foreign rule upon my back.
AOID
Ho more

achool

Oh, happy day,

k collegeman haa Ida own way.

AMD

aoid

TwmrrTwnmn.

and tropic gladea,
Coral reef* and duaky malda.
treea

aoid Twmmr-rm.
Orange bloaaom and mlaty veil*—
Shot by the arrow that never fall*.
AOID THIBTT.
Steady now ; eettled at laa^
Wort for the future— dream of the peat.

AMD

VOITT.

“ Wal, I guess Master

rnrrT.

toeing hair, alaa! alaa !
Begin to think 11 all fleeh

la

graea."

AOID IIXTT.
Bald and grisalednow, but still
O’ tdlng smoothly down the hill.

AOID SIVKHTT.
Hear the bottom of the alope,
Near the grhn old river
That takes each worn-out gilt of Ilfs
And bears it to the Giver.

jDOLPHIN’S HOLIDAY STOBYi
41

1 tell you, Burt, this business must

Y>e done to-night, Ain't I master of the

show? Blame me

if 111 stand the non-

^

sense of this darnation Britisherany
longer 1" v h if a ^ % i,
Xlf
“ And 111 try my lick with his little
English beauty at the same time.” I
heard MoDougall add to himself as be
erased the stage and followed Burt out
1

rftUtelL
What could he mean ?
Perhaps I mightn't have been too
straight-laced.I had been too long in
tike profession for that. Bnt the dark
allusionto the bright little lady of our
company at once filled me with suspicion. Maybe you’ve seen the sea-lion at
the 11 Zoo,” swaying himself right and
anxious expectationof catching a
--"-‘-foie whiting from his keeper?
my anxiety impelled me to spring
[f out of my tub, to sway to and fro in
a similar fashion, and to sends quick
!i the stage-doorat the retd of MoDougall and Bnrfc.
the snow lay thick on the
ground* and it was, yet snowing. And
4<nt>S8 the lane I could Just make out
Abram Lake standing at the open door
•of hia friend’s shanty. Then the stagedoor was slammed fast, and I should
have been in complete darkness bad not
a fault light from a window opposite me
relieved the gloom somewhat. )
The sight of Abram Lake reassured
me a bit Somehow or other I had come
io think he waa well-inclinedtoward my
‘favorite manager, Mr. Martin, and his
young and pretty wife.
Who could help being won indeed by
Bessie Martin? I couldn’t for one.
There was snch a tender, trustful look
in her laughing blue eyes that one was
•compelledto surrender at discretion.
She was frank to the verge of flirting,
I now and then thought, when others
were favored by her smiles and sweet
speeches. And I sometimes felt an uncomfortable feeling come over me when
Martin, poor man! bewildered over
head and ears with bard work, seemed
left in

I listened intently, bat could

Dolph

lies been

himself into the custody of the police.
But I was halloing before we were
out of the wood ! Mr. Martin presently
entered with a face whiter than ever.
It brightened np a little at the sight of
me.
“Bravo, Lake !” he said, 1 have to
thank you, and I do so with all my
heart, for bringing Dolph safely back.
If I could only get a satisfactory telegram from the governor in England all
might go well now.”
44 What telegram ?”
“Oh, I forgot You started in pursuit before the summons against me was
issued. In answer to my charge against
him for larceny MoDougall accused me
of perjury,and the confounded Mayor
committed me, giving me the option of
paying $2,000 bail or going to jail I
was only let off for an hour or two by
depositing all the ready cash I have,
If the answer to my telegram
doesn’t come soon, Lake, I shall have to
go to prison, and the show will be in MoDougall’shands.”
44 Worse
! the villain may rob me of
something far dearer than mere means
of living!” muttered Martin to himself
throngh his clenched teeth, unheard by
any one save myself.
His fair little wife entered at that moment, and the dingy hall seemed to me
all sunshiny, and I confidently looked
np to see her glad smile reflected in his
faoe. Bnt his face was stem and white.
Presently I heard her sweet voice asking, “Whatever has happened, Will?”
and I knew a little form was nestling np
to him, and & pair of violet eyes were
fondly questioninghim,
44

!

I won^t stop to tell you
. Mei/Ougaii more opportunitiesthan was
now what made me offer you the help of
-^prudentof being in Bessie’s company.
A.bram Lake. If you’ll follow my adJfoDougall, it could not be denied, vioe you’ll jest come back along with
was a good-looking,well-dressed man. me to Dick Jaker’s over the way. We
Whether his attentions were agreeable shell be warmer than we are hyar. We
to Bessie or whether she cheerfully en- will leave the door ajar and ketch the
dured them for politicreaflons I couldn't darned thief ef he tries it on again !”
quite make out He used generally to
So I was somewhat easier when ttiey
[fie close handy when she— our one mu- departed, for I knew keen ears would
*rieian— deftly plied her busy fingers and be listening for Bart's return, and I
-drew the sweetest music possiblefrom felt I could have a quiet doze in safety.
-oar rsther-craiypiano; while I went
I must have slept some hours. Seven
dhaough the trion which used to draw o’clock struck when I awoke. A little
tomdreds every night to seethe “per- afterward I heard a door slam in the
forming dolphin” at Henrybnrgh.He lane, and a cheery 44 Good morning,
would turn over the pages of her music- Dolph,” in Mr. Martin’sfamiliar voice,
book, and, bending low, would always stole in at the window, telling me his
be whispering something in her ear. watch was at an end.
Had he been all the time leading up to
There could be nothing to fear, surely,
the outrage which he might even now be now. It was daylight The people
Attempting?
were ont and about in the main street of
Were the differences that had existed Heniyburgh. The sleigh-bellswere
between MoDougall and Martin ringing— ringing in Christmas, mayhap,
throughoutour tour in the States en the for that evening would be Christmas
tpoint of being settled by violence?
Itatia had my heartiest sympathy.
•Still, it was impossible for me to punch had something to do with my
do aught but wait and be on the alert dozing off again— not for many minutes,
though!
tor whatever might happen.
I awoke with a hazy notion that somp
Paintly, as a distant ohime, the merry
tinkling of the sleigh-bells stole now and one had broken into the hall The next
Again into the silent hall, and told me moment I was in complete darkness.
the good folk of Henryburgh were Something had been thrown over my
speeding home from their bracing ride tnb. In vain I attempted to thrust my
•over the snow. Then all was quiet, till head through. The tub, enveloped in
I heard the sound of footsteps in the matting,was lifted from the stage and
borne out of the hall in spite of my
lane, and the murmur of voices.
My heart almost ceased to best, so struggles to escape. There could be no
Anxiously was I listening. But for hours doubt I had at length fallen into the
All was silence. Twelve o’clock, 1 hands of the Philistines, and was being
o'clock chimed. The moonlight at carried off bodily— whither I could not
through the window, imagine.
*
my little platform and the
We must hove been fully tu
two hours’
h surmountedit, and which
burgh when an oath
my crowning duty to fire as the
ofanight.

Wal,

sir,

a *

•

hyar airth— was nursing my sick wife,
Mr. Martin, and, thank God, she has
brought her round. Guess I shouldn’t
hev gone heart and soul, man. into yer
troubles— mess I shonldn’t nave rode
till I was fit to drop from the saddle, if
it hadn’t been for that little angel
thyar.”
4 My darling, forgive me !” was the
ened appeal of the strong man, as he
woman to bis
id of sobbing
laugh, “Confound that Dolph ! He’s
splashed some water in my eyes.
44 Forgive me, Besrie!” he repeated,
a tremulous whisper. “The truth is, I
have been utterly worn out in mind and
4

ofin
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. horses into a

;
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The grading of

therewith.

the surrounding land will be the last piece of
labor, and that will not involve much
cost Standing within the main aisle of
the cathedral, the impression it gives is
one of harmonious vastness. The great
clustering pillars, larger than those of
the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris,
have nothing like an appearance of bulk
or heaviness as the pillars of Notre
Dome have. They do not seem in the
least to interfere with the view, and,
though each section of a pillar weighs
eight tons, they look as light and graceful in the eowp-d’erifas so many single
slender columns of about twelve inches
in diameter.
The whole interior at the present moment is covered with scaffoldingwhich,
at the extreme elevation of the ceiling,
resembles a spider’s web, so great is the

me with a troublesome oongh, that gradually
grew worn until physiciansgave me up to die
with oonranptiom I tried several remedies
*&?*** 40
ooarompHon,but

^

without obtainingany relief or benefit. Beeina
your Gol Jen Medical Discovert and Pleasant
Purgative Pellets advertised,I concluded to
and I found them to be all that you
claim for them. My/eatorationhaa remained
oomplete for over fWo yean. Indoeed find
$1.50 for a copy of your Common Sense Medical
Adviser. Ever gratefully yours,
Jasqk 0. Babtholombw.

Invigorate, and Be Healthy.
The source of nine-tenthsof the bodily ills
of mankind is a deficiency of vitsl power. No
portion of the physical machinery can efficiwUy perform its allotted duty if there is insufficientmotive force in the system. Invtaorate, therefore, in order to regain health. Tor

S®

01

rttolitv, Hoe tetter'*
the best took) that oan be
selected, since they not only impart fresh vigor
into the debilitated system, but overcome disordws of the stomaeh. liver and bowels which

Stomach Bitten an

height of the roof from the ground interfere with oomplete assimilationof the
floor. The plastering appears to have food, and thus perpetuateweakness. TheBitten Iflwrise core and preventmalariousfevers,
been almost entirely done, aud the col- remedy debilitating urinary troubles, ami
oring of the ceiling, intended to give it •Jinfinate from the blood through the kidneys
the appearanceof stone, was the only
work going on in the afternoon of yesshort, every essential eondiiieuof he&ltiwterday. It has a triforium like Notre —
are promoted by their 1*1

Dame

away near the spring of the roof,
bnt it is hardly likely it will ever be
used in these modern days for the same
purposes it was intended in the early
time of Gothic ecclesiastical architecture. There will be at least ten side
chapels, and the main altar will have a
space around it, giving ample room for
large and impressive effects in the mat-

Rheumatlsm Quickly Cured.
"Durang’s Rheumatic Remedy,” the great
Internal Medicine, will positively cure any case
of rheumatism on the faoe of the earth. Prioe,
fl a bottle, six bottles, $5. Bold by all druggists. Bend for circularto Hephenstine A
Bentley, Druggists,Washington, D. O.

I have sold Hatch's Universal Cough
Syrup for about three years. I keep all cough
remedies that are considered standard in this
The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Mon- section. None sell so well as the 11 Universal”
treal and the celebrated cathedral in My customers speak uniformly in its favor. I
Mexico have hitherto put in rival claims oan refer any who may inquireto those who
have been cured of the most severe chronic
for pre-eminence as ecclesiasticalstructcoughs. It is also said to be unfailing in all
ures on the continent of America ; but, cases of croup. 8. F. Mason, Webster, N. Y.
though each in its way is vast and imBold by H. A. Hurlbut A Co., Chicago, III
posing, neither can attempt to compare
ter of decoration.

in beauty of material
that on Fifth avenne.

The

and design with

Do

not go home Saturday night withLxdobb. You oan

_

out a copy of The Chicago
get it at the news depots.

raising of this temple to the wor-

ship of

God has been,

like

most

efforts

in the same line of the Catholics in this
coimtry, slow and painful, but bound,
as it would seem, to be solid and successful The money has come in in a
rather sluggish stream, bnt none the
less surely, and the cathedralwill inevitably be finished and prove the greatest

ornament of

It

wj

•

pay to read advt “Florida Homes

P

THE GBEAT REGULATOR^

the city.

The

cathedral has so far cost about
$1,600,000. A vast amount of brickwork has been done in its construction,
bnt not a trace of it is visible to the eye.
The foundation-stonewas laid by ArchVEGETABLE.
bishop Hughes, in the summer of 1858.
An EffBctatlSpecific for
Fever*,
The towers are at present raised 150 feet MaLuiou*
Bowel OompUtote,
to the base of the spires, which will asItenUl
flap-.
He* tie— new,
cend 235 feet higher.— JVeu; York HerJuiadfee,
NtosM,
Colic
-f

PURELY

aid.

Headache,

Suitable Gifts tor the Girls.

About Christmas gifts. Perhaps your
is better filled with generous impulses than is your purse with the
wherewithal to gratify them. Well,
tben, you must fall back upon your own
ingenuity and industry. Do yon want
to make a tidy for mother’s pet clftiy ?
Take linen, used for stair-carpeting, and
crotchet a bright border all around it.
Then get a piece of Creton, half a yard
will be enough, 25 or 87 cents a yard,
and cut out the figures— birds, butterflies, buds and flowers decorate Creton
usually. Put these on your linen, and
button-holestitch them on. Such tidies
heart

are very inexpensive and durable, new
style and pretty. Perhaps you have a
young married friend to whom such a
gift would be very acceptable. Or, if
you are artistic, and paint in oil or water colors, get a nice French china plate,
decorate it with flowers, buds, ivy pattern, or any other device your imagina-

can supply. The plate will cost
about 50 cents, and will be an elegant

Constipationand BUimwee*.
the recovered
red djepeptios.
djwpeptlcs.Billons
Billon* enfferen,
•offerer*, vio.
vioUrns of Fever and A|
Afue, the mercurialdiseasedpatient,
how they recovered
»d _____
health,cheerful
_______
spirits and rood
teU yon
Tea by
takiu* Bimmon*'Liver
appetite—they will1 tell
by taki*«

ASK

,

iSeJ—Uv oelebreted medicine Begulatoethe liver,
promote*dlgeetlon,and fortifi— the *y*tea *saln*i
malarialdi—ue*.
Extract of a letter from Hen.
Alexander H. Stephen* : ,rI oooosionolly oae, when my condition
requiresIt, Dr. Klmmons' Liver
K— ulstor, with rood effect It

CONSTIPATION1.
JUSTICE OP
Regulator
temporary
and

efran, whenused aoo«tfi*rto tbe'd^tions!

w3i

ORIGINAL AND ONLY GBNVINE,
MAWUTACTTJBIDONLY IT
J. H. ZELLIN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Price, SlDO. Bold by all Dnuuiou.

_

tion

and acceptablegift.

10,000 A YEAR.
estimated that this numb— die yearly In the
United But— of
It 1*

Mrs. General Sherman,

CONSUMPTION.

Wife of the General of the United States Army,
ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM will at once allay the pain
saya : “I have frequentlypurchaaed Durang’B
and Irritated porta, stop the cough, and prevent what
RheumaticRemedy for frienda Buffering with would
be consumption.
All persohswPh weak Lang*,
Rheumatism,and m every instance It worked or afllioted With Cough, should at onoe t— t the merlteof
like magic.” Send for circular to Helphenstine
A Bentley,Druggists,Washington, D. 0.

44 But you haven’t told me of the peril
you were in, Will,” was the anxious appeal, after the kiss of forgiveness had
been given.
To Djrspeptlee and Invalid*.
44 Guess this hyar telegraph will be
Biscuits,
rolls, bread, cake or pastry, made
yer best answer, sir,” broke in Abram,
Doolxt'sYiast
Yiast Powdul
with Doolxt's
Powers, can be eaten
as he handed the message to Mr. Marwith impunity and relished by the most aensi-

tin.

five dyspepticsas healthy and nutritions.

With a hopeful look
the manager tore open

on his worn faoe
the envelope and

To Hohskkerprbs.— The attentionof
read:
heads of families is respectfully invited to the
Have placed $4,000 to your credit Draw at
superiorqualityof Bubhett'sFlavobwq Exonce on Goodwin A Co., of Henryburgh. Will
oomemyaelf by next steamer. Keep McDou- tbacts. They are entirely free from the poisongall ont of the show till 1 come.
ous oils and acids which enter into the oompo*
“Thank Heaven
We’re w*»ll clear siflon of many of the factitious fruit flavors
of this McDongall at last, Besrie. I’m now in the market They are highly concenin no peril now, dearest. Abram, Til
trated, have all the freshnessand delicacy of
the fruits from which they are prepared, and
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are less expensive.

CHEW
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you and my wife and Dolph shall spend
a true English Christmas eve together!”

J

Wood Tag Plug
iSComforl

The winter season

of

Texas usually

at

Mm
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wej shortly after returned to the hall, up outride are the towers on the Fifth
anid Burt had the pleasure of restoring avenue front, the parapet around the
Lear Sir: I waa prostrated some three
me to the stage before surrendering ride aisles,and the pinnacles connected years ainoe with pleuroimeumonia, which left

having a kinder rehearsal all to himself,
and he’s jest fired a volley, I bet, to
rouse us, the young varmint f Anyway,
it’s kinder freezing in this hyre place ;
and I move we make tracks back to my
friend Jaker’s stove.”
“ Not yet, Lake; depend upon it,
Dolph’s not done this without good
cause. Look! that window’s open.
Let’s reoonnoiter outride ! Down, Dolph,
down, sir !”
They were not absent long. The first
thing Martin did on his return was to
pat me on the head and hand me a second bountifulsupply of fish when I was
comfortably installedin my tnb, Lake
the meanwhile making it plain to me,
from what he said to Mr. Martin, that
they knew almost as much as I did as to
MoDougall’s designs, and as to the attempt that haa been made by Burt
“Calculate,” he said, “I’ll jest have
A shot at the darned thief if he tries his
little game on again to-night. Dorn me
if thefc wam't the cleverestperformance
thet fish hes gone throngh ! It’s clear
thet the thief crept np the lane like a
cat— ain’t we seen his trail in the snow ?
—got up to thet window with a ladder,
Abram Lake had quietly slipped out
and was jest a going to sneak in when into the lane and left them alone.
Dolph kinder scared him and roused us
44 Happened ?” came the passionatereat the same time. I’ll let all Henry- ply, as if the stricken man could bear hia
burgh know it before noon. And all trials no longer. 44 Only this. All I have
the we«fc you’ll hev crowded houses, lived and toiled for is slipping from me.
Misier Martin.”
The woman I loved—”
“Ay, but you’re reckoning without
“Will!”
MoDougall He has the audacity to
“Yes, you! Don’t think your loveclaim the show os his own. I may as
passages with MoDougall have escaped
well tell you my position in a few words,
my notice. He is my worst enemy; yet
Lake. Dolph was originally the proper- this morning I found yon in earnest conty of my governor, Mr. Bailey, an Enversation with him.”
glishman. I came across to the States
44 Yes, Will,” was the impetuous reply
as his manager, and found that Mr. Baiof the young wife; 44 it was only this
ley hid entered into partnershipwith morning the villain appeared in ins true
tins scoundrel, MoDougall, who pro- colors. I confess I had taken his smilfessed to know all the ins and oats of
ing face and attentions to mean mere
the show business in this country. courtesy. But he had the shamelessBailey, being iuddenly called back to
ness to insult me with a base proposal
England, left me as manager, and by to-day, Will I only stopped to give
deed of attorneyentitled me to receive him an indignant answer— indeed, that
half the profits of every exhibition on
was all, Will, and then he hinted you
his behalf. Bnt no sooner had he sailed
were in peril, Will What did he mean?
than MoDougall tried all he knew to get Do tell me, dearest. Confide in me
the show entirely into his own hands.
Would that you had confided in me beHe used his own name in the bills and fore ! Then I should never, never have
in the advertisements. Over and over permitted the man to remain in my comagain he has tried to get possession of pany a minute !”
the treasury in full Over and over
44 Can this be true?” was the doubtful
again I have only frustrated his tricks
response. “Where were you, then,
by virtue of a magistrate’sorder. We
when I returned home this morning ?”
had a few words after the performance
44 Whar !” was the loud, bluff answer
to night, and from the threats he let
that called their attention to the gaunt
drop I feel sore he will make an attempt form of Abram Lake, who had hastily
to remove Dolph bodily before morning.
entered holding a letter in his hand.
Hence your aid is very welcome, in- “Why, the dear lady— the kindest sisdeed, Lake !”
ter of mercy that ever breathed on this
44

i!

States.

_

there ?”

Wife and children ’round the hearth
Sweeten life and cheer the path.

amd

?

_____

window, and disappear rather more suddenly than he came.
The stage door was opened a minute
later. Happily my ruse had succeeded.
By the light of the lantern carried by
one of the new arrivals I recognized Mr.
Martin and Abram Lake.
“Nothing's missing, Abram,” said
Martin— I can see his tall, manly figure
and pale, bearded faoe before me now—
holdmg aphis lantern and giving a
quick glance round, till his eyes rested
on me with a kind of puzzled look.
“But what the diokens does Dolph np

HIWITBIV.

Fifth vacationthla half year.
Game home to be dcmeatlcated ;
Doctor* ordered countryair,
And thereforeI waa " nuticated."

Palm

panned

_

MTUTUH.
!

snow. Was he

They occur on the average wices
AA Alpine 'Avalanche.
week and last a oonple of days. They
hear nothing but the Smack of Burt’s are preoededby a warm, olose, summerish
the “business” was about to
whip, and the thud-thud of the hones’ atmosphere, and during their continuedjby MoDougall’s tool
hoofs and the whirring noise of the ance Uie temperaturenot infrequently
risa •oenery, and contrast the beauty and
‘ A ~ ‘ pn the stage. sleigh.
tonohes 17 deg. The oold is the severest
Mlow with toe bleakwas raised
A shot ! Fresh curses from Burt t imaginable,not steady, as in the North, ness and sterility of midwinter
around and
.
ft**,
nA9d ^ moUt
above
them.
____ head in.
Rescue seemed high: but. alas! our but of a keen, searching, biting de•My mind was instantly made np. I speed did but increase; ~
scription.
was convinced that this burglariousvisThe flight and punnit continued till
The Finest Church in America.
itation boded no good to Martin; and it the sleigh was broughi to a sudden
flashed upon me there was only one pause, and my heart gave a joyona leap
The great Catholiccathedralon Fifth
means of awakening Martin’s friend when I recognized the voice of Abram avenue, which haa now been nearly
Abram Lake.
Lake.
twenty years in building,promises soon
An inclined plank led np to my oan
44 Look ye, hyar, stranger,” said
to be completed. The bnilding haa been
non. Up this I wobbled os Burt had Abram, in hia quiet, resolute way. 44 if repeatedly delayed by the absence of
almost entered the window. Quick as ye don’t jest turn themhorses round and funds to cany on the necessary work,
thought I snapped at the string with my kirn back to Henrybnrgh with me, I’ll but it is calculated the requisitehelp
teeth and gave a smart pull The usual send a bullet through your darned
will be forthcoming to accomplish the
flash and report followed. And, look- head ! Ye’d best be quick, now. Look
remainder of the design, which is pure
ing up, I haa the satisfaction of seeing at this hyar warrant, and 1dm back with Gothic. The main exterior of the catheUBUVU U1
Burt, his face white with the scare, thet fish to Henryburgh !”
-r — - - wj phyiiciADi
dral, the roof included, is already finrestoration to the above remedies.
hastily withdraw his body through the
44 Check, MoDougall !” I chuckled as
ished, and all that remains to be built
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seemed to flyover the

window.
It waa the face of Bart

the

*<»«D OUK.
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for o copy of

A Brai* Horse.

larly reported at the conferences.

has

SROYAL|&
... _

He

commenced a

rigid examination of
all the church books, and he promises to
bring t6 light every hidden or mysterious
affair connected with the church finances.

One of the nursing Sisters of the Order of Troyes snocambed recently at
Paris to an attack of hydrophobia, contracted" under circumstances of no ordi-

nary heroism. A month ago. Sister
Mary was taking charge for a walk of

FLORIDA HOMES
irUUon.

Abaci utely

It Wasn’t the Toothache.

convalescentchildren, the eldest of
In the ladies’ waiting room at the
only 8 yean of 'age, whefa Central depot the other day were a
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w

whom was

by

newlytftfrrmoouslofrom Gr

fc*m,
or ahwe
Sue instantly saw the danger of her home.
be- his arm
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severely bitten, and the
dog, excited by the ories of tfie children, endeavoredto rush upon them.
Then followed a splendid, act of devo^
tion. Protecting with her body the
children who hung on to her petticoats
shrieking with; terror, this brave girl
)on the
threw herself
reel! couraj
dog, and for ten minutes grasped it,
rolling over with it, and thrusting her
fist into its mouth to prevent its biting
the children. Some peasants, who come
up at last, beat oft and killed the dog.
The sister was found to have fifteen deep

and a big heart, walked in, saw them
thus seated, and in about a minute he
asked of the husband i ***
t* Has that woman Ihere got the tooth-

protiUble.Student*in attendance from ererj State,
ue low. Rflfer to *radunte» hi erery city who have
i aatlitad to buatnen.Dluitratod »txt*en-p«*e pa-

ache?”

or'

Creative Science;
wtuai

POWER. ETC.

The husband looked up in surprise,
but made no answer. After two or
three minutes, the Ipng-waisted man
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vestigation of the work done on the Cus-

My
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Lord

Frees.

central cavity having been fraudulently
filled with shale and concrete by the contractor, with the connivance of

bitting Bull Again.

comes to

the front again,

a mistake in
Gov-

not understanding the offer of our

ernment to quiet his turbulent spirit
and insure peace. The band of Sioux
with Sitting Bull in Canada have recently stated—ao the Canadian authorities
learn— that they did not refuse to go
back to their old haunts across the border, but that, in the excitement of the
short interviewwith Gen. Terry, owing
to their belief that he had fought them
in the battle at Bear-Paw mountain,
they did not understand what the American Government Commission desired,
so they went off in a huff. It is now inferred that they would otherwise have
been willing to come to terms. The
mad
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The new

novel,
by Mr*. Maty J.
author
athordf
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and for aale by all booksallta.
ef the finest novala aver written,

and

Wareroomm IN East 14th St.,
nmety times, and always sang it as
IRatablUhed 1834.
NEW YOltK.
was written, and she had been in the tvprlcea Reasonable.Terms Eaay.Jkl
habit of singing it with others who sang
it differently, and that is how it was.”
THE CHEAPEST
“ Then she broke down ?” “ Certainly.
I lang it as it written, and she didn’t.
I held my temper, but she got angry,
and to soothe her I said that the audience
would never know that she failed. That’s
OUTSIDE
all there was to it” As to the differ- TO
OF f tfE UAROE CITIES.
ence of opinion about car ventilation,
Miss Kellogg said: “ Why, alie com- We repmeat o*tr 1.000 Newipapert, having a weekplained that the car was too warm, and
ly droiiitlM Of o«r 600.000 Copleu, divided
What did she do ? She went out on the
into
baok platform and sat on a camp-stool
Worse than that, she left the doors open,
Advortlaeineets
and it got so cold that I had to pull my
dress up and put my wraps on. She did
actually. No wonder she took cold.
VS hy, 1 had to have a curtain put up so
as to keep from freezing. We had just
left the equable climate of California,
and were coming over the mountains
where it was real cold. And would you
believe it? She slept that night with
the ventilator opened. She did.”
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was boasting of having gained a victory
over Irijn— that he had ? utterly annihilated him.” VFatth writ he Ad,” »id
the son of Erm; “ho demolishedme
wid exactly the same kincTof a weapon ai
that wid which Samson of onld slaughtered the Philistines
. P

!”
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ment fe&L— Jefferson City {Mo.) Tribune.

Actors’ Salaries.

The followingare the salaries paid to
sbme of the leading stock actors of the
New York theaters
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Sampl* bag, pMitalalagX rakro of « ou. rark, Mil Or*
fit* #f 15 rroU. AddfMl
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STAND-BY.
MEXICAN MU8TAN8 LINIMENT.

FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Estabubbzd 35 Ycaiul Alwaya euros. Ahraya
ready. Always handy. Has nerar yet failed.Thirty
mil Horn ham mud iu The whole world approvea

WESTERN DEPOT, KEITH 8R0S.,

Cough, Cold, or Sore
MueUng liniment euros when nothing elae will
SOLD BY ALL MEDIODfE VKlfDBRS.

Requires immediate attention, AS negteet
oftentimes results in Sritne laonrablo Lwng
disease. BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHIA
Are m simple remedy, Mid will almost invariably five immediate relief.

SOLD BY ALL CHEMISTS
In)
phraicisn*
public a*
aaaa radical cure for CoN>TTMPTiO!',Hnoxc!irril,

or all
Theifanageroftilt: INTER-OCBAN, of Ohtoanew gabaeriber*
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ODltaWWIlliS
ELGIN NATIONAL
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la conatrueted on pnrely aclentifio
principle*.The back i* whole boned
and left open at the hipa to be laced
at pleasure of wearer,and la ao gored
In back that the fabric*and bone*
adapt tbeotalve*with mamba* accuracy w> every cum and undulation
of the finest type or figure.Fur aale
tnorcbanU.^^I*dyAgenta wanted, bam-

go, make* the following offer to

UUfU »
tri. prrirofc•,

Jrew. fVr letha
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Per
An observer in Utah says that John
John Gilbert ......... .1175 ChartttiThorne..
, who, before Brigham Young’s
Taylor,
Montague ............260 Charles Fiaher...
death, was regarded os a fanatic, has Iffle Gemon ......... 100 -Hoddart*.
_
ns DeridM..*.;.
loo
caused gi
surprise sinceshfebbts
he bbtwned Bom OOgh-ac.
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IBABBITT’S TOILET SOAP]
raiPARao OILY ar
JOSEPH BURNETT A 00.

faithful dog, which was lying on the gar-

should
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STORIES,
U

Xi cent*.

prepaid
irwUho

‘

pulled hfi revolw and'^hnttheAfiimal,
which
which he hid come. In a lew minutae
Mr. EwiCg missed his overcoat, which
had been tied to the saddle. He turned

tithings

aiatoAaawHk

r rrvfoiffifv

Dnfihan. A Sons, Manufacturers,

A gentleman of the name of Ewing,
who lives in Vernon county, tells a remarkable story of the sagacity of a dog
which accompanied him on his travels.
The Same Weapon.
While in' the Short creek timber, on his
An
Irishman
who had been overway to Joplin, the dog jumped and
whelmed
by
a
torrent
of babble turned
caught the horse by the briate reins.
Mr. Ewinp drove the animal off; but it loose upon him by a verbose simpleton,
persisted in catching the reins, until the with wnom bo had attemptedto reason
gentleman concludedit must be mad. on some question of law or gospel, was
Under the impulse of the moment he a day dr two after told that the fellow

sion in

.

WORK FOR ALL

4 CO.

UNHAM
PIANOS.

A Universalist-Was once trying to
prove to the untutored mind of a negro
woman that such a place as hell was a
Simple absurdity. ‘ Aunty, do yoju believe that all the people whd go to bad
places are burned in a lake of brimstone?” “Certain I does,” promptly
replied the tinted theologian. “ Well,
now, don’t you see, aunty, there isn’t
brimstone enough clown there to keep
the fire going all the while?” This
seemed to be a poser for a little while.
She had never entered into a calculation
of the amount of combustible material
necessary for the process. Her countenance soon brightened, however, and
she replied, “Why, honey, don’t you
iybody who goes thei
know that every’
carries his owia ’brimstone with him ?”

A Remarkable Dog Story.

Mormondom.

i

? T!arntaaC

WAITER BAKER

rIap

Hli

unanswerable.— Chicago Journal.

then

WATO

knowu world.
»
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niREcrioxi.

truth is, we suppose, tliat'Sitting Bull,
for the time being, was a

|

!

LATBf)

tnUi«

gfcttgrf.

Walsh, Kellogg, while singing a duet with her
in San Francisco, broke down in a cadenza, and that a trifling quarrel was
the consequence. She also said : “I
caught cold while traveling to Denver.
e laitMLUadtom.it,
Miss Kellogg and I have peculiar and
to introduceuioto New
Hew Home*.
r it mad. tqtairodoMltlpto
Horn .Writ* New.
different ideas about the ventilation of PutlS^iu
i
cars. She always wants the Pullman
car to be warm, and I always like to have
plenty of fresh air. ” The reporter asked
Miss Kellogg about the matter, and aho
said : “I don’t want to quarrel with
Miss Cary; in fact, we are too good
_

lay

Sitting Bull

I

DELICIOUS

Annie Louise Cary told] a Chicago
Tribune reporter that Clara Louise

the superintendent The case derives
interestfrom the fact that Walsh, who id
“highly connected” in St. Louis, and
who has intimatepersonal relations with
the United States Judge before whom
the inquiry is being conducted, has been
doing all in his power to prevent the
piers from being bored in order to test
their composition.Bliss, the United
States attorney, who is conducting the
investigation,was put to a vast amount
of trouble before bo could get authority
from Washington to pietCo the stone;
and finally,having obtained the authorization, ne was interfered with* by
Walsh’s men when he want to the Custom House to begin the boring. He
succeeded, however, in cutting through
tb > surface of two or three of the piers
before his operations were discovered,
and found that they were actually filled
with concrete and other foreign substances. As thtf. Custom House party
had sworn in oourt that the piers were
perfectly solid, there is evidentlya good
case of penury to be made out against
them. Waish, the superintendent,has
had a great, deal to
St. Louis
public enterprisesfor many years, and
there are rumors that he has only escaped investigationon some previous
occasionsthrough the influence of powerful friends. .

this time as the victim of

-
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!” gasped the man, and

tom Hohsj h^W' building JthAi. ’^tjii he hurried out with his sachel in one
hand and the bottle in the other.— Ztestrongly suspected that the great piers
, A /
upon which the buildingis to stand, and troit Free
which are required by the contract to be
“ Too Wood Friends to Quarrel.”
of solid stone, are really hollow, the
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AgenU are

again remarked.
“ If that woman has got the toothache I’ve got a bottle of peppermint in
my Bachel here.”
The bride rolled her big white eyes
around, and the husband looked somewounds on her hands and lacerated what embarrassed. The man from down
arms; an important artery was wounded. East unlocked his saohel,
1, fumble
fumbled among
Skillful care was given to her wounds, shirts and collars, and brought up four,
ligatureswere applied,the parts torn
. He nowere cauterized,and for a short time afSAMANTHA AT THE CENTENNIAL.
ter her return tb Parisuome hope exist- bottle against nfs big, red tongue, nnd, send for oiroaUni to American publishing co.
Hartford,Ct. Clnn., O. Chicago,HI Newark, N. J.
ed that she might epcape t^ie ultimate
e husband
fate which there warn so mribh'rsMbpto
-Soldiers auffering from
wound*, tnjurtoe, or dlroa**,
fear. Later, however, the pharyngeal
“Just have her sop some on
on a rag and
who art peaskmedcan
can procure pension, andthose
_
spasm, vomiting, and hydrophobiain all rub her gooms with it We’ve used it in have their pensionsinerwtr1,vih*n their presentrating
is too low, a* is the esse ip Umuawda of Instances.
ite characteristic'symptoms appeared ; our, family for—.”
Widows and children*f soldiers who died in or out of
and Sister Mary died from this fatal and
it sparks as
The bride’s eyes threw out
pension,
fearful
p
she lifted her head from its ~loving posiwounds,
who
the
tion, and striking at the bottle fch

•

$20

to

stranger frbth the East, having sore eyes

tack. She was

The

A DAY at l-ofne.Agent* wanted.
Unnafree. TRUK i GO.. Augu*t*. Main*
* week in your own town. Terni* aiu 90 oaMS
few. H. HALLKTT A GO., Portland. lladMk
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around her waist and she leanhis
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They sat side by side, of course,
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TO PARENTS.

Mu. Editok— The communicationa-

bout Hope College, in lest week.’s paper,
were em>oeo|sly informed list
was incorrect iofsome Impoftant j^artiicuweek ihout those Poland China pitfs of
Mr. Cfhtford,he having only a boar, and
i'Vmi— ho announcement at all was
no sbw. But we have learned In addition
made to the students by the President of
to this that M. Geo. Souter has both a
the Institution, but1 the Secretary of the
Ivoar and sow of ful (blooded Essex pigs,

CLOSING OUT AT COST.

We

0. G. S

WENSBERG,

Principal.

Now
of

W. 4

ELFERD

H.

U your time to buy Glassware and Crockery. My stock
Glassware and Crockery must be closed out to make room
for pjjher goods. Call spon and secure a good bargain.

Collegiate Faculty read the action of tbatj

of which he intends to raise

a

breeding

Faculty,directing an investigation as

stock. This is also an excellent breed,

the absence of most of the students of that
Department on the day atler "Thanksgiv-

and our farmers who are read up in the
qualitiesof hogs, will

choice, If they

_

hogs.

want

now have

their

NO.

the Institution.In a

few

factory reasons tor absence were given

;

than they

they complied with

that

full lawful

man- authority,and there was no need for any
and Swedes; sugar-beetsalso are disciplinebeyond the Investigationand

quantity of seed sold— especially of
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enough

ever sows a patch large
test their merita, either

Who-
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,

increase the flow largely, but

whether or not they prodaoe a relatively
greater increase in richness of the milk,

have hot data
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own

establish. My
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ex-

indicatesthat cabbages increase
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Swedes. Farmers who send milk to a
creamery, should establish a rule among
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JOOS VKRPLANKE,

and
^efore you go

yourself,

Bhei\fqf Ottawa County, Michigan.
Whecleb A Gbben. In Person.
Among all ordinary -farm crops there is The
abova sale Is adjourneduntil the Slat day of
none 4^t}ch produces an equal amount of November. A. D. 1877. at the same place and hour

Next to

them

JOOS VERPLANKE.

I

suppose cabbages and English turnips
take rank, and then mangels and sugar
i>eetf. Swedes miy be raised on any ordin nr ily good mellow ground, with only a
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The i&ove sale is adjourneduntil the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1877, at the same place and hour
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up New Machinery,

SHAFTING,

STEAM
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Hating Htv Work,

SHALL MAKE A
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Mr. Cls.k having had fourteenyears of experience in setting up and repairing Engines.Boiler-.,
pnttlnc In Steam heating apparatus, Tipe-bnlldlr.!:
for steam, j as and water, we will try and five sutisfactlonto al) that give ns a call.

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

line, manufactured on short
notise.

Co.,

Fifirf

CLARK
Holland, Mich., May

W. VERBEEK &

H.

17.
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GOODRICH.
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Co.

GREAT CAUSE

bottle.

i

grata.

thor or the “Green Book,” ftc.
The world-renowned anthor, In this admirable
Lecture, clearly prove* from his own experience
that the awful consequences of self-abuse may be
effectuallyremoved without medicine,and without
dangerous surgical operations,bongies, instruments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
core at once simple, certain,and effectual,hv
means of which every anlferer, no matter what
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haver kute ft hia conditionmaybe, may care himselfcheapU
Son’* Hardware Store.
privately, ini radicatty.
the Public that
they have finished.their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customersWith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

Tinware very Neatly and

’

- PkUmdstjyhta.

W. BUTKAU,

&T This Lecture wjll prove a boon to thou
aands and thausanfia.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post paid, on receipt of six cents or t\\»
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

v J. VANZOKHEN.
1876. -

>:!

Holland. July

14.

.

Promptly Repaired.
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TUG FOR SALE.

and give us a share TAM
1 on
of your Patronage.

(’all ami see

[Next door to Harrington's Cheap Cash Store.]

authorised to rell the Steam Tug
favorable terms, i" Inquire of
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large aesortmemt
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of Parlor

Stoves.

b,

“Gem’

MVramLHEDICM,

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland,

v Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

pound;

Irapotency, Nervous Debility, and Imped
Imenta to Marriage generally; Consumption.

.

johnston, Holloway & co.
Special

A Lecture on the Nature. Treatment, and radi
cal core of Seminal Weakness or Sperm* tomra,
Induced by Self Abuse, Involuntarv Emissions.

—

Streets,

The undersignedha* opened a hardware store in
the old stand of G. J. UaverkAte, where he will
keep constantly on hand a complete stock of General Hardware,Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Implement*.Carpenter^ Tooli and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.

Polish— Eggs, nine to the pound j lay

Dominiquet-Eggs,nine

and

The nndersigned announces to

lay 100 per

*

_

•

FIRST WARD.

..

annum.

f i

Oranythinglnour

Of iroN

Leghorns-Egga, eight to the pound;

125 per.

a call

Holland, May

n re-building our ne# shop we have
chased entire new Machinery,

t

Cor. Eighth and

the

annum.
Hambtrga— Eggs, nine to the pound;
lay 150vper annum.

Great Variety.

Just Published in a scaled enveloped.PrM six cent*.

; lay 115 per annum.
Plymonth Rocks— Eggs, eight io the
pound; lay 150 per aonnm.
Houdans— Eggs, eight to the pound;
lay 150 per annum.
La Fleche— Eggs, seven to the pound;
lay 130 per annum.
/Vice, 51.00 per

annam.
Blaok Spanish— Eggs, seven

in

araHr humanmisery.
MEAT
MARKET
Hariware Store
IN THE —

—Eggs, seven to the pound; lay 180 per
annual /
Dark Brahmas— Eggs, eight to the
pound; lay 120 per annum.

lay 140 per

Give us

RAPIDS, MICH.

ITEW

fowls:
Light Hfthraas and Partridge Cochins

;

..

Hats & Caps

Bro.,

Goods.

Mri*’*.

experiments With the different varieties of

pound

PHILH

PRICE, 85 CENTS.

gives the following table as the result of

to the

GRAND

Planing

WORLD

' -

Nvrin

Creve Ccsart— Eggs, eight

mmmmnnn:.

DIR/Y KILIST
PASTILLES AND
THE DRYING OF LUMBER
'"'-BES';'
DEPOT lU'i

eight to the pound

HE&GHAXT TAILOR.

Planing, Matching,

B

w. bosman,

i.

EHCBETIX

i

ground, the larger the

Black, White and Buff Cochins— Eggs,

-1

JOOS VERPLANKE,
Sherif of Ottawa County, Mich.

roots will be.

lift, per Pound A per Annum

14

And we are

market if sow-

large

.

CLOTHING

offered very cheap at

CANAL STREET,

77

I'J

as originallystated.
Dated, November22nd. 1877.

delayed nntil the middle of July,

just as well to

Schmidt

Chas.

Holland, Sept I8.JW7

gen-

hut t$ki|.llie crop is inteoded for feeding,
it is

,

all

barrel of superphosphate,or even less, to
the acre, applied in the drill, and

-

of

-

& REiD^EMA.

e

-o

GOODS,

a fine lot

jelse-

All qualities of Carpets cheap;
also,
cl
kinds of Matt asses.
TWfitft

Sheriff of Ottawa County, Mich.

—

—

Is

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and (rranite.

•j

NovaaW,

BOYS’

both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.

*n4

Arrival
kinds of

all

WINTER

Inscriptions cut in

NEW FURNITIJRE.

Coifctyof Ouawa.*8tate

originallystated.
Dated, November12th, 1877.

SCHMIDT.

I And

•

From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASKETS In the. market, and cheaper than In any
other place.
•
at least that is our experience,and I do ofMlchlg*n,according to the United Slate* survey:
and •Safi offer the satneTor *al«, or oicfc WrOeiioi
I
not hesitate to feed them liberally. De- said property *» may be necessary to rtnsfy said
execution,
with
cost
and
collection
fee*,
at public
caying roots, leaves, or cabbage heads,
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor,at one
however, d,o atlect the milk, even whea 0 clock Id the afternoon of the
A. D. 1877,
led at ihia time. The pui* vegtable fla- TWwlfth day of
at the front door of the Court House, in the City
vor, however, seems to btf dissipatedby of Grand Haven, Ottawa County,Michigan.
Give rde a call
see for
Dated, Grand Havbn, 8«pt. Mth, A. D. 1877.
the breath, and through exhalationsfrom

as

P.

Complete,

i*

• Consisting of

th«i*orth-*wt (6k

the body, within 8 or 10 hours.

SCHMIDT, AUG.

New

y

about the flavor imparted to the butter*-

length of time.

,

the undenignod, am daily receiving

^omcndO

ot

same

HARRINGTON.

J.

Of

A. 1). I8T7, againit the good* and chattel*,and for
the want thereof,then against the land* and tenement* of John Brocker. and to me directed and
delivered. I have levied upon ail the right, title

perfectly sound cabbages or root* are fed

nutriment with Swedish turnips, Jp the

..

1877.

14.

T0THEPUBUC.

____

would surely be some cveless ones,
and the milk would get the turuipy-odor
flavor, which is so disagreeable. When
ust at milking time, there is

1

1

;!,t ^

salt

CASH STOiRB OF

Holland, November 8, 1877.

M1ULDER

C.

and teated onL
on the
the «,Tenth
seventh 4*7
day ol
of May,
May,

they could,

there

the '

CHIB A3?

known.

Holland, Mick., July

Y virtue of a writ pf execution,issued out
ofandundei
jjj^ gf
apj[noderthe seal
of Ae Cireait"coart
ifor
------------1 Court for
and
State of
Michi•dflflrTF Ottawa,
________
______
__

milk cows, for atwenty parties who bring

nips should be fed to

mils, and would feed turnips

planter

SJ

_________ ___

Ji

Sheriff’s

themselves, that neither cabbages nor tur-

j

St

the present time money cannot be made ao easily
and rapidly at anv other btslnesa. It costa noth

‘i

or

com

other

1 1 coamiy who in willing to work steadily
the employmvat that we fornth. $06 per week
in your own town. Yon need not be away from

can afford not to use either cabbages

mong adozen

msfcviss

‘

bargain. Shingles, lath, lime, land plaster, eastern
stove wood and cord wood, for sale cheap.

at

People who make "dollar a-poundM butter,

1,000 acres of farming lands; and some city lots for sale at

The corn planter will be a cheaper machine, and
not •M|1J earned in these times, but plants much hater, and with Isas power than any

is

W

cream and butter. f ha topi of Swedish turnips do the
sam^, ahd I presume that the roots do
likewise, but of thst I speak with less as•

\

pateat will be for aaie
State rlrets, County rights
will be offered.

of

are required in femihes.

articles as

All will be sold cheap *t

The

1

'

PLANTER

COEN

a full line

CHARLES MjyLDER.

Pres't of the Institution.

cheap.

& Rubber Goods, Ladies’ Dress
Pry Goods, Notions, Groceries
etc., also a lull hue of Horse Blankets and Guilts
bed clothes, mittens, and such other woolen

XLriBDnnc,

correc-

Jit.,

3VIADE CLOTHING,

Boots, Shoes

ftill line of

NEW LATENT

A.

§tati*mnt&

(k

might

I

largely the percentage of

surance.

Philip Phelps,

>

IN*

JNT

yourselves. A new stock of Hats and Caps

for

Goods, and

,

JTfMX xstvjbnxibji

sugar-beets, without

loubl,>arabeat for the flavor of the milk.

They also

w. a h.

tion.

green fired, will try.a larger oue
year,.

Notice.

Short

be simply added th|t those

of milk, daring the winter, or increasing papers which' may have published that any
the flow during the spring months, before students of Hope College have been sus-

A

Repairing neatly done and at

not necessaryto enter into other

In the production details. Let

the gins starts, or rye is fit

The above firm make a apeclaltjof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the cltr.
Tltey keep constantly or hand a choice variety oi
Ladies and Children ahoea and gaiters.

the signing of the required paper.

fairly to

KB BTJOTZO

has just been received and will be>old very

much more promi- when the others saw the true state of the
do at. present. Yet case, their Christianprinciples prevailed,
so

and see

and

in our agriculture, is a

there |i AS been a notable increase In the

Call

HoUand,

Instances,satis-

AT

B

JR

READY

AT-

RIVER

33

tiecond—nostudent ms suspended from

__

Tbs pUot Soot* should occupy

nent one

-

ing” dAy.

to Improve their

O

'nJ

t

1877.

Holland.Mich’

FALL AND

ii Asa

St- 1

Raw York; Poet OfifeeBox. i68C.

WINTER.

1877.

Manufacturer*of

iayl85;per4tif)U!n.

Games— Eggs, nine
per aqqnm.

to the pounds lay 180

,

Bantam*— Eggs, sixteen to the pound;
per annum.

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

lay 90

Good

Slock is absolute
economy; with warmth there must be an
ample supply of pure, fresh eir. The
time may come when we shall find coal
cheaper than the extra food needed to
sustain vital heat under extreme eoM, and
use fire heat for our animals. At present
•re

Shelter for Abe

And

all

kind* of

CEMETERY WORK
-- m

STONE.

-

The undersigned desires to announce ta the
keep constantlyon hand the best kind of pabllc In ceneralythlt ha If now the sole prnprie
stock, and also a nice varietv of designs. Letter- tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
ing done in the English, HoUand and German lan- that he will hereafter give hie pcisonal attention
guages, as desired.
to the managementof the house and the wants

Fancy Dry Goods,

And

LADIES’

Special Announcement,

a large stock of

FURNISHING GOODS,
Scarfe, Hoods, Cloaks,

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Gennantown Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

All

Work Warranted and

must keep our stables M watfratidflry

Prices Low.

and plenty food, is preferableto watm,
Give

-

T.

CHUBp RAPID*, MICH.
II. LYON, - - - proprietor.

|

Wa

as we cab; bnt pure atr, with severe cold

impure stables,with food saved.

Millinery

MONUMENTS

ua t call

tious to the travtllfig public. It contains 180 hand•omaand commodious rooms, firtv of which can
be had with boanl at $2.00 per day. and theremtirtor at tho nMal price. Haring conductedthe
hotel basineM in Oread Raplda for the put elxteen years. aad thahkfal for former patroaafe, the

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks
and Cloaking.

before you order, tod pat-

ronixe your honra iaduitry.
Holland,Mich., Ang. % 1177.
*

Tbs Kansas Pacific railroad sold during
the month of November 25,000 acres1 of
to actual settlers in the counties of Els*
worth, Hostel, ElKSi Rice and Barion.

»

postpaid—Thm
rKBLV Bl

--

-------home or tr*'.
Address,The Beveriy Co., Chkagu

,

traveling pubtic, which will bo duly appreciated
by the proprietor.
T.ll. I.TON.

^

L.

&

S.

TAN DEN

ETOHTJH STREET

«

A

*

!

Ilt.n.KOI.Ij

MX'CH

